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MANHATTAN GANG HAVE· RIGHT TO CROW

-----------------------------------------+

€OL. JOHN G. VA.N HOllTEN SENDS ARCH SOllTilR IS BEAUTIFUL PROGRAM DISTRIBUTED TO
O€TOFOIL INTER'ESTING PA.PERS ENJOYING P.O.W.
THOSE ATTENDING DANCE; MANY
DIARY OF VIC'S
DISTINGUISHED GUESTS PRESENT.

F or the past s eve r a 1
months requests have come
to The Octofoil for overseas
editions of the Go-Devils,
Raiders AAA-O News, etc.
These requests come mostly
from members who were
sent stateside shortly after
Normandy.
Thanks to CoL John Van
Houten The Octofoil now
has at least one copy of
practically every edition of
the three papers that were
printed overseas.
Efforts will be made to
reprint some outstanding
feature story from an issue
of these overseas papers
each month.
The reprinted article u~ed
this month is from the Sept.
28, 1945 issue of AAA-O
News, and has a 5-column
front page streamer head:
r

Dear Sir: You're doing a swell
job with The OCTOFOIL and I
enjoy it immensely and await its
arrival each month. Inasmuch as
I do a bit of scribbling outside
r-egular newspaper hours I appreciate the sacrifice in time and
leisure. Thanks for keeping the
Old Ninth alive with us.
WANTS TO HELP MOTHER

NEW ~~lMENTAL~NE
'\I_CJiU!:A~~!.).
,

. ..'. ....

'tir..!

---

'.Acqult-edby the 39th to3lty werel-.......-.:....;;,.;....-.-...-...:-~....- ........-.~---.lI(..,..,
three additional Landkreis,accord- is expected to move to a staging
ing to Colonel Van H. Bond, area within" the next few days.
CO of the 39th Infantry R-egi- Degerndorf at .present occupied
ment. Occupational duties for by the 976th Field Artillery Bn.,
members of the Regiment have is another town soon to be ta:k~n
been increased. In addition to the over by the 39th. Feldkirchen,
a.reas of Traunstein and Laufen, which is now being occupied by
the AAA-O Regiment will also oc- the 194th Field Artillery Bn., will
cupy Rosenheim, Miesbach and
also' .be vacated in the very near
Bad Aibling.
'
future.
2,500 SQUARE MILES

Comprising more than 2,500
square miles, the new location of
the R-egiment in Southeastern
Germany is .the largest are'a assigned thus far that the 39th has
had the responsibility for keepiug cl-ear of "die-hards of the new
or9- er ."
SECOND BN. MOVE OUT

The Second Bn. moved out today to occupy the Landkreis' of
red Laufen, and it is expected that
the First Bn. will move within the
next few days. At the present
time Mi-esbach, proposed location
of Special Units, is occupied by
the 17th Fi-eld Artillery Bn., which

APPRECIATE ANY NEWS

In se-ekihg information for.' a
great many bereaved pal'ents or
wives I find that even the most insignificant scrap of information is
eagerly welcomed. I hope someone
can supply some bit of information?
If I can be of any service to
Th e O· COOl
t f '1 Iet me k now.

ARCH SOUTAR,
Stretching from th-e eastern
87 Western Promenade." Aupart of Munich to the borders of burn, Maine.
Austria, this new territory emP. S. That P.O.W. Diary of Vic
braces more land than ever beWojtas'
has a lot of good stuff in
fore occupied by the Regiment.
SHIFT SCENES

it. Keep running the story.

The Third. Bn., which moved to
Traunstein last we-ek, and which
has been presently occupying all
of the area that the Regiment will r
soon move to, is scheduled to remain in that town. As mentioned
previously, the Second Bn. will occupy Lauf-en, while the First Bn.
and Special Units will move to one
of the recently a~quired towns.
No Dues--:"No OCTOFOIL

ll

Do You Have IICut Another Future WAC
of Yourself or Buddy? At the Wade Home
The cost of processing photographs into newspaper cuts suitable for printing in The Octofoil
has increased just about 33 1-3 %
during thepastf-ew months. The
Octofoil is operating on a tremendous deficit and has been forced
to cqt down on th-e number of
cuts used in the paper. This is regrettable. These pictures bring
back more memori-es than hundreds of printed words could ever
hope to.
With the thought in mind that
maybe some of our members have
newspapeT cuts of themselves,
their wives and babies Qr maybe
are in position to get some particular picture processed for use
in The Octofoil this notice is being
printed. If such is the case, any
of the members who send in their
euts for publication can be assured
they will be returned just as
quickly as possible after being
uied in The Octofoil.

Now that the cream job is ov-er
I'd like a few lines in some issue
of "The OCTOFOIL" to see if
some Joe can't come forward with
a bit of information for a distressed mother. In behalf of Mrs.
William M. Spears I am seeking
information - any information conc-erning Lieut. William M.
Spears, ~r., who served with Co. I,
47th, and was killed during the
Tunisian campaign (a long time
ago, I know'?) Anything will be
~el~o.me.__ how h~ .. was killed,
wltel-~, hi~ grave. is, located, what
';kInd ~ian: off,ree,,I.' 'he made~ et\:. -

Just a few hours aft-er the last
issue of The Octofoil went to
press along comes a telegram,
then an air mail letter, and the
next day a penny postal cardsigned Frank Wade, all of which
read in effect: "Hold up Octofoil.
If too late make a sp-ecial edition.
A future WAC come into this
world on 6 Sept. 1947, at the Doctors' Hospital in Washington,
D. C. She is the new addition to
the Frank Wade, Port Tobacco,
Maryland, family, and will be
named Lida Elizabeth."
CONCRATULATIONS

Congratulations from The Octofoil to both Frank and Elizabeth Wade. Bring little Lizzie to
Philly. Rigby's committee has arrang-ed for some baby sitters-so
don't let Frank keep you away because of the youngster, Elizabeth.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

NEW YORKERS GET· OUT OF THE "RED"-AGREE THE
FALL DANCE IS A "MUST" FROM NOW ON.-ALSO
PLAN OTHER SOCIAL AFFAIRS.

George Grossman, Secretary of the Greater New York
Chapter of the Ninth Infantry Division As~ociation, sends
to The Octofoil the following enthusiastic report on the
successful and enjoyable dance held there October 4th:
The Greater New York Chapter of the Ninth Infantry Division
Association held its First Annual
Fall Dance Saturday night, October 4, 1947. The dance was staged
in the beautiful Columbian Room
of the Hotel Capitol just a f-ew
blocks from Times Square, "The
Cross Roads of the World."
A HOWLING SUCCESS

The affair was so successful
that it was agreed by one and all
that a Fall Dance is a "must"
every year from now on. In addition, plans are now being made
for another affair to take place in
the Spring,.,as~well as picnics,
boat vides and ot-4eT -events...
OLENDER PRESltNT

Among those In attendance
were Mr.' and Mrs. "Morris Olender
of Amsterdaw, N. Y. Morrie is a
member of the National Board of
Governors and is chairman of the
Association's Local Chapter Committee.
'
Dr. and Mrs. Carter came all
the way from Philadelphia to
spend the evening with his former 60th Infantry buddies. Dr.
and Mrs. Carter spent the w-eekend as gu-ests of Dr. and:Mrs. H.
Seslowe. "Doc" Seslowe was formerly with the Division Medics
and now holds a reserve assignment as Division Dental Officer of
the 77th Div.
CAPT. WOLLER ATTENDS

Decetnber Issue
Is Last Octofoil
(f,ltil Dues Paid
Members attending the
Second Annual Reunion in
Columbus, 0., took- action
making it mandatory that
The Octofoil be sent the entire membership for six
months after the Reunion.
In conformity with this
action the Board of Governors at their last meetin~
--instructed Secretary Tingley
to go through the mailing
list after the Decemher iasue
of The Octofoil, which 'Will
he mailed late in November,
and to delete the names of
all memhers who had not
paid 1947 dues.
You drones who have not
paid 1947 dues have one
more issue to receive at the
expense of your dues paying
buddies - then_- off the list
Yft go. Better not put paying your dues off any longer
if you want to keep up with
your buddies through. The
Octofoil. Printing costs are
up ahout 30 % and the Association can't afford to wet
Durse the drones any ,lODger.

CaptainE. C. Woller, form-erly
of Division Artillery, and now on
duty at Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
was another of our visitors who
made a long trip in order to be
present.
OPPENHEIMERS STAY LATE

Mr. and Mrs. Bud Oppenheimer
of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., enjoyed
the ev-ening by arriving eSlrly and
staying late.
FLY OWN PLANE

:Mr. and Mrs. Fred Golub of
Haverstrow, N. Y., who flew to
New York in their own plane,
landing in the East River, dragging their "loot" behind themwere other early arrivals.
"FREDDY" SWITCHES

Harold Fr-edericks and his beautiful wife attended. It is reliably
reported
that
"Freddy"
has
switched from Avacados to Calvert
and is now worried about the
grain shortage.
GEN. EAGLES INVITED

An invitation was extended to
Major Gen-eral W. W. Eagles, now
commanding the reactivated Ninth
Infantry Division at Fort Dix,
N. J. General, Eagles could not
attend due to previous arrangements but many members of his
command displayed the Octofoil
patch on the familiar olive drab
background. The General expressed regrets that he could not attend and sent his. good wishes for
a very successful and enjoyakle
affair.
- .

COHEN ON THE JOB

Stan Cohen arranged the entertainment for the -evening and music was provided by Larry Leight's
popular band.
FAl'HER DE LAURA TALKS

One of the highlights of the
evening was an address by Father
Anthony De Laura, who tore himself away from Westbury, L, I.
long enough to bring to the dance
his "best girl," his mother. Mrs.
De Laura really entertained the
assembly with some hitherto unknown humorous incidents about
her h"lovoPd son.
.
1· ather He Laul'l- hetti t,' .c ,-,,'If""".
in high snirits' with his witty remarks.
.
, As usual, the .good Father is
still campaigning for a statue-but one with a canopy over it.
COMMITTEES

Two full pages of the beautiful
three-color print-ed program were
devoted to a list of the Greater
New York Chapter officers and
the various committees responsible
for this gala affair.
Dance Committee-Stan Cohen,
chairman.
Journal Committee-G. Schiff,
chairman; Mike Gatto, Frank Wilson and Leslie Ronay.
Booster Committee - Dr. H.
Seslowe, chairman; Philip Ortoff,
John J. Sheehy.
Ticket Committee - Jam e s
Bruno, chairman; Irving Feinberg,
H. Storbeck, G-eorge A. Stein, Salvatore Barbagallo, H. Pepp-er.
Reception Committee - Calvin
Polivy, chairman; George A. Whitney, Jr., E. Siegel, Alfred M.
Muller, W. Hirvela, Karl H. Rabold, J. Bierman, George· Grossman, Rudy Walzer, Edward Michael, Dr. H. C. St€l'nlicht, Leslie
Ronay, M. Davide Wiener.
HIGHLIGHTS

Nizlock and Murphy of the 60th
again won the war; this time with
the assistance of Sheely.••• Tom
Good, now stationed at Governors
Island, generally inspacted the
liquid refr-eshments. • • • John
Lyon, former 60th adjutant,
squired a beautiful blonde actress
( ???) ••• Mike Fazio, the zipper
king, counted the house near· the
bar. • . • Joe Geisser showed up
with thre'e gals in tow.••• Wives
of the officers and m-embers of
the Board of Governors were observed comparing notes about the
many evenings prior to the dance
when their husbands come home
late and pleaded committee meetings. Edith Grossman is still pregnant with suspicions. • • • While
our president, Cal Polivy, was
busy receiving the guests at the
door he left his charming date,
Claire, with Jim Bruno's wife,
Marge. Marge, und-er the -erroneous impression that Cal and Claire
were married, introduced, her tQ
..(Continued on Page 3>.
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·
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Rank discrimination! If those War Plant de.fense workers
could guzzle indefinitely, why can't a returned ex-G. I.?

APPLICATION BLANK

I
I

Give the coupon below to a fellow·member of iLe Division.
Better yet, fill it out Eor the new ~emberof The A ..ociati~n and
then let him sign it in your· presence. Remember ! ! ! E ...ery
member gets a new member in 1947 and 1948.
There are now two types Qf membership in the Ninth Infantry
Division Association:
.
1. By paying an initiation fee of five dQllars ($5.00) you will
be entitled to membership for the current year, i<;suance of a membership card and lapel button and the m'Onthly publication for Qne
year. This type of membership does not entitle you to a copy of the
Division History. You would have to purchase such at the time of
pu blication.
2. ,By payin~ an initiation fee of ten dollars ($10.00) you will
be entitled to all the benefits as stated above, plus a copy of the Division History, which we will mail to you as soon as it is completed.
Annual dues in the Association amount. to three dollars and
fifty cents. ($3.50) per year, which incl~des the cost of the mont'~lf
publication.
..
..
....1':

.::,:::>_,,_,,_,_,_,::~~~::,,:::",,_,_,~,_,>~~=::"::+
MAIL NOTES OF INTEREST THAT SHOULD BE PUBLISHED IN THE OCTOFOIL DIRECT TO THE PUBLICATION
OFFICE HEREAFTER-337 S. HIGH ST., ROOM 318, COLUMBUS, OHIO. TELEPHONE: MAIN 6998. IT WILL EXPEDITE
HANDLING AND MORE NEARLY ASSURE YOU OF PUBLICATION IF RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE THE 10TH OF EACH
MONTH.
~

'ofU

+
Note: Make1'check or money order payable t~ tl~
WHAT ABOUT ASSOCIATE MEMBERS? •• ~::h;:;;:~nT~~3~i~~~~fantry Division Asso&ation, P. O.
Recently The Octofoil printed a~ editorial appealing to
the membership to adopt a more tolerant attitude toward men
'
W h0 serve d in the N inth Infantry Division during non-combatant days. The editorial pointed out a chasm existed and
always woold that could never be abridged" between Ninth Division combat men and non-combatants. The appeal was made
in an effort to assure financial and physical preservation of
the Ninth Infantry Division Association.
The Octofoil might as well here and now concede defeat
in its short-lived campaign. The hundreds of letters pouring
into the office convey, conclusively, the membership who survived the hell of those days under fire ~ifl never agree to allowing membership to former Ninth Division men unlesS the
applicant served the Division during the days when unbelievable history was being made.
.
.'
However, many of the letters received indicoted the 'members writing would be open-minded to a proposition allowing
an associate, inactive, non-voting membership to these men.
Members of the Veterans of Foreign Wars are fanatic in
their investigation of applicants for membership in their organization and allow active membership to onJythose who have
served their country on foreign soil. But even this rock-ribbed
organization allows inoctive, non-voting social' membership.
This hairmless bit of latitude on the part of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars has been the means of helping many Posts to
survive abnormal times and keep their charters. Certainly the
Ninth. Infantry Division Association can be os tolerant as this
group of hardened veterans.
Printed elsewhere in this issue of The Octofoi I is a letter
from an old-timer, Sergeant Felix Dale, who bemoans the fact
members of the. new Ninth Infantry Division know nothing
about the traditions or accomplishments of the greatest combat Division in the annals of American history-namely, the
Ninth I ~fantry Division. Is this slow, staggering death for the
Ninth Infantry Division Association what our members want?
The Octofoil thinks not.
What about it, fellows? Give the matter some thought.
Discuss it at your Chapter meetings and try bringing some tangible, workable and agreeable proposition to Philadelphia along
the Associate Membership line suggested above.
It Can Be Done.

.-

tes a compliment to be whistled at but the sensible girl
won't let it turn her head.
'

PATTERN fOR VICTORY
The surest ,way for (I husband to have the 1ast'word in an
Clrgumentis toopologiie. .
..

•

SecretaryBox 1704,

Enclosed I:e~e:vi~h is $10.00 in check-money .order (Cl'ossout

o~e? to cover. m.ItIabon f~e for membership in the Ninth Infantry

DIvIsI~n ~ssoclabon, of WhICh amount sixty ($0.60) is for one year's
subSCrIptIon to "The Octofoil." This $10.00 initiation fee also entitles
me to a copy of the Division History.

(DATE)

My pres~nt address is: (Please print or typewrite.)
LAST

FIRST

MIDDLE

R.F.D. or Street

_

City and State

..

.

The following notice was receivedfrom the pr€sident of th~
Greater New York Chapter of the
Ass·ociation afoor his original
bulletin had been set into type and
made up:
The first fall meeting of the
Greater New York Chapter of t~
Association will be held at the Hotel Times Square, 43rd St. and 8th
A ve., Room M-3. The meeting
will take place on Friday, Oct. 31,
1947, at 8:00 P. M., and after a
short business session, b€er and
refre'shrnents will be served free
of charge. All former Ninth Division m€n are cordially invited to
attend.
PAY DUES NOW
In line with the Association's
policy of dropping from the mailing list aft€r January, 1948, all
those who are not paid up members, the New York Chapter is
conducting an intensive membership drive. We hope to k€ep all'
our present members on the list so
there will be no interruption in
receiving The Octofoil, and in addition we are attempting to enroll many €x-Ninth Division men
who as yet are not members, so
they will be .able to attend the
Philadelphia Convention next year
and keep abreast of the news
through The Octofoil, as well as
r€ceiving their copy 'Of the forthcQming 400-page illustrated Division lIistory, "Eight Stars to
Victory."
SHANGHAI 'EM
If you know any " ex-N~nth Division man who is·rlOt a member
of the Association, bring him to
our meeting or send us his. name
and addre'ss. Do it now before you
forget! We'll do the rest.
HERE'S THE LOW·DOWN
Dues are $3.50 per year of
which $1 is retained by the Local
Chapter through which you pay
your dues) The remainder goes to
..l-~
,.- L.~_··l
• '''''-;ciation''' anf!
"ut: .l.'IIal...lona.& As",
60
cents of that $2.50jsearm~rkedto
help pay for your subscription to
The ·OctofoiJ-. Time is short. Help
us build your organization by
lending your personal support.
CALVIN POLIVY"
Pr~ident,
Greater New York
Chapter, 9th Infantry Div. Association.
(1875
University
Ave" New York 53, N. Y.)
No Dues-No Octofoil

Dunnahoo Will Start
His Trip Next Spring

Name

_

My address while with the Ninth Infantry Division
was:
Rank and N arne

Patrick Dunnahoo, 408 N. Market St., :Benton, Ark., advises The
Octof-oil he will visit EUl'opean
towns early next spring, and The
Octofoil will receiv€ his communications f ()r publication.
He was originally· slated to sail
October 1, but. ,certain technicalities caused the delay.
No Dues-No Octofoil

Organi zati on

.

._

Cities Desiring 1949
9th Reunion Asked to
Send In Their Bids

Signature
Enclosed herewith is $5.00 in check or money order (cross out
Ol,!e) . to cover. in~tiation fet:; for memb€rship· in the Ninth Infantry
DIVISIon ASSOCIatIOn, of whIch amount sixty cents ($0.60) is for a
~'ear's subscription to "The Octofoil." I understand that this initiation fee does NOT entitle me to a copy of the Division History.

(DATE)

My present address is: (Please print or typewrite) :
N am e __ . __ . .

..

.

LAST

..__

FIRST

R.F.D. or Street_.

._..

MIDDLE

..

...

City .and State

_
_

~

My address while with the Ninth Infantry Division
was:

No Dues-No OctofoiJ

SOUND ADVICE

Late Dispatch Fro m
New Y 0 r k President

Rank and Narne

:

.

.

--

..

. _

Organization ----- - - --_.- -::-._----_ .... _------------------------_.. __..
--_..:-.--- -- _..... _-- - --------------------------------- -'._-- --".
(Signature)
No Duea-No Octofoil

The Second Annual Reunion
held in Columbus, 0., enacted
legislation requiring cities desirous of holding Ninth Infantry Division Association Reunions 1:0 submit their requests
to the Board of Governors not
later than January 31 for the
succeedi ng year's Reunion. Iii
accordance with this Convention action the Board of Governors has asked The Octo foil
to request all cities desirous of
holding the 1949 Reunion, submit their request to the Board
before .January 31, 1948. The
Board's 1949 choice will be announced at the 1948 Reunion in
Philadelphia.
The next Board meeting will
be Janaary 10, 1948, and it
would be desirable for a .. many
as can to .ubmit their requelh
for cons ideration at this meeting. Cive all the facts possible
concerning hotel facilities and
other mecessary
information
when am hmitting your requed
for consideration of- your hom.
town for the 1949 Reunion Cit"•

..

THE
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(Continued from Page 1)
many of the guests as Mrs. Cal
Polivy! The word .spread around
the hall and explanations were in
order. Was somehody's face red?
. . . As usual, our spark-plug, Al
Bruchac, a member of the National Board of Governors, collared
everyone in sight to get behind
the membership drive and the
coming convention in Philadelphia.
Al was also an ex-officio member
of the Dance Gommittee.

FINANCIAL REPORT JUNE 30, 1947
GIDEON H. MARKEL
Certified Public Accountant
918 Land Title Building
Phi ladelphia 10
RITTENHOUSE 6SbO
To the Board of Governors and Officer:.<,
Ninth Illian try Division Associa tioll,
Wa3hington, D. C.
We 1m VI" examined the books and record/! of

OUT OF THE "RED"

THE NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATlO);'
ha v e pre~ared therefrom the following:
EXHIBIT "A"-Financial Statement as at June 30. 1947.
EXHIBIT "B"---.;Cash transactions for the six months ended .Tune &0, 1947.
In our opinion, the exhibits. as presented fairly reflect the finalleialcondition
of the a~f'ociation as at June 30, 1947, and the results of the ca~h transactions
J .. ,. the six month, then ended.
V er y truly yours,
GIDEON H. MARKEL. Cenif,,,d Public Accountant.
July" 1:1. 1 ~q~.
III n d

The best news of all come from
Treasurer Marvin Etra, who re.. .
ported that we are now definitely
out of the· red and into the blu-e.
For a while there the future
looked olive drab!
GIVE RONAY CREDIT

ASSETS

The success of the. affair was a
tribute to the eff<lrts of Les konay,
who the New York Chapter contends is the father of this Chapter.
A good time was had by alland we are now looking forward
to our next affair.

EXHIBIT "A"
lJllited St:lte:s 8a,vings Bonds---(ut cost):

.. _.

5;),500.00
_

..

_
.... _
_
_
_

1 i,800.00
200.00
4,035.47
5,05~{.24

4,nt~~ I
1,000.00

$85.971.59
$;-~S,8bG.t;~1

Noif':
LiabiliLi.,s outstanding:
Hi;;,tory book liability, as per contrad
1.('S5; l'a~mcnt on coutTaet
('I-n'n1i;.;:-~ioll

No Ducs-No OCTOFOIL

~~.~;;;;~;:;:.~~.
~ Be Mailed When ~
"

I't'o'sent worth, June 30, 1947:
General F'u)ld.
'Histol'Y

Lapd pins

47.085,00

$85,!l71.()!)

5(,,250.00
1:'<,7;'0.01l

3~,500.00

_.
due \\.-. E. By-t-nes

901.50
310.00

EXHIBIT "B"
CASH TRAi\;SACTIONS FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED JUNE 30, 1947
w/'rt.h.•huluary 1, 1 !14, :
C,'tH'ral fund.
Hisl(.r;>,

..

$gn.lu5.~;)

6·1.780.00

$ HI:\.!):1;'.:;;;

Anll:
HO'''''ipls foJ' the six nlOnths elldl'd June ;HI, 1947:

M,'mhership dues and fee;.; :
New member,.; (211)._
Rcnl'wf!.ls (1659) _
l':lrtial renewals._

~

921'.40
5,O~1.~?

."1.1,,

5,!J!H.to

His!.·'ry funds received (211 n.,w m('mbers)
Nl'w;';lw.per funds received_
_
Jiunds received from sale of hond:>
lx.62i:i.00
Co,;1 of bonds sold.
__ 18,500.00

1,055.00
1,239.;;!1

Returned postage expense-Columbul?-_ Ohio

.______

L

1,790.0'18.76

~

The Association has fi·
nanced the mailing of several hundred copies of the
60th Regt. History. The ma·
nilla envelopes and postage
has begun to run into real
figures. For that reason the
Board at its last meeting had
• to discontinue the practice.
However. instructions were
•. issued to Secretary Charles
O. Tingley, P. O. Box 1704,
Washington 13, D. C., to
mail the history to all memg
. in 25
be..r s sor
. . endin
in
coin
stamps
to cents
pay for
the postage and shipping
-c¥ton.
Any member who

§

~
~§
~
§

·
t

125.00
100.00

~iF!7i~~~;J~.~~~~:pn.~8•.~.~co_un:'l:.:~--~.:.:=~~~~~~=~~~~ ~ «1:~:~

Fundsl'cceived from sale of" banqnet ticket~_________
E'<Jwn"" rdlintl ('V. E. Bynws)

§ 25 Cents Sent In ~

§

rl'f'~'>'H

History and sends 25 cents
to above mentioned address
will receive a copy within a

10,'15:3.12
$114,:388.47

DEDUCT:
J-::qH'lldit III

c~

ror th,' six n",nlh" ('nd·'il .June

;~O.

1 !jei,:

Salaries
Postap:l'
_
()flict' l'xpcn~e, ::;tatiOrll'l'y a nd

pri!ltin~r

Nl..·\\.·~llaper

toeal chapter expew;e
committee expt"'n;-;e '_" .. __"_ _
__~ __ .. __ ~
_
f:oard of Governors "xpen,,('
_. . .. _
]{d\llld to nlenlbers
..
.
_
('"rporate Trust Compan)' . .
.__ .. __ ..__ .__.. ..
_
Hi"t"'·y expense
_.....
.... ...... __ . ......
. _
' ..... _..
.
..
_
l,:ll'<'l pin ....
Diles .. hecks returned_.
._.. _.
....
Hi"tory books ·(one-third payment)
_ . __
.
._
\\'m. ·Trinkle--LegaL_..
.
. __ .
__. .. _
Hanq1Jet ticlcets-To convention committee
.. __
Hanquet tickets-Refunds _ .. __
.
-.._
BanlJuet tickebJ-- Postal 1101:e returned ...
_
H is tory S llpplies ... ' __.__..
__. _.. ._ . ._
....
_
Old a~e benefits tax-Expense ..
_
Old age benefits tax-\VithhE'ld
Income taxes--Virithheld
C()lIv(~ntion

;-:,581.00
864.5 J
l,O(j5.14
1.!l93.()i;
82.4 :1
221.175;;8.84
11.20

§
§
f
~

§

50.00

1 DO.OO
2.00
10.51!
18,,50.00

§

CERTAIN ARTICLES
BEING HELD OVER
The reprint aI·ticles from The
Fort Bragg Post concerning the
39th Regt. are being held until
the next issue of The Octofoil.
Several other interesting articles are likewise being held over
-being filed until next month.
The Octofoil feels sure the
membership will appreciate the
need for space when Board meetings and financial statements have
to be published.
-

No Dues-No Oclof~il

THIS ONE WILL BRING MEMORIES

DOWN IN GEORGIA

38,886.5!\
4l,OR5.00

Guglielmino Expresses Clayberger Sends In
T han k s to Beining a Valuable Document

No Ducs-No Octo foil

§

§

28.4 J 6.88

$8;',9,1.59

The notice run in Th~ Octofoil recently for Vincenzo Guglielmino evidently got results. Vin
asked for a picture ()f his brother,
Felice. and Art Beining came
through with a picture that Guglielmino says he appreciates from
the bottom of his heart.
Vincent is an active member of
the Greater New York Chapter,
and lives at 89-19 Sutphi 11 Blvd.,
Jamaica 3, N. Y.

§

GEN. GEO. SMYTHE

~15.00

5.00
18.42
16.87
12.96

170.30

fe;l::::-do nol eonfu," lhi. ~

small overseas printed his- ~
tory with the 400-page 3·
color Division history, "8
Stars to Victory," now being
~roduced by the Heer Print109 Co., Columbus, O.

I wish to take this opportunity to express my appreciation to the members of the Board of Governors of the Ninth
Infantry Division Association for their confider.ce placed in
me upon my selection as Secretary-Treasurer.
At this time, I desire to state that I 'am a~suming this
position with a viewpoint in mind of doing all that I can to
make this Association the greatest and best of its kind.
I have been a member of the Ninth Division from September, 1940, until August, 1945, and it is my opinion, as
well as the opinion of many others, that the Ninth Division
is the l:Sest of any Division in the United .States Army-Bar
None.
You fellows who helped make the Ninth Division also
have the opportunity of making the Ninth Division Associ..
ation. The Ninth Division wasn't made by just a h~w menit was made by all of its members, pulling together as a
team, and likewise the Ninth Division Association cannot be
made into the greatest organization of its kind by just a
few men. It will take the combined energy of all of its
members.
I want to take this opportunity to urge ala' men who
were in the Ninth Division, who are not members of the
Association, but are eligible, to become members, to send
in your initiation fees and become an active member. Those
of you who have already joined the Association but have not
kept up your dues, let's get on the ball and keep your dues
paid.
The Association is in the process of publishing a divisional history-titled "Eight Stars to Victory." I can assure each. one of you that this will be the best history that
any division ever put out. You will want a copy and your
friends will also want a copy. Your membership in the Association will make sure that you get it.
It is my belief that each of you who are memben
should occasionally refresh your memories as to the pur..
poses for which this Association was formed. This is printed
on the reverse side of your Membership Card and r_eads as
follows:
"This Association is formed by the officers and
men of the Ninth Infantry Division in order to perpetuate the memory of our fallen comrades, to preserve the
esprit de corps of the Division, to assist in promoting an
everlasting world peace, exclusively by means of edu'cational activities and to serve as an information bureau
to members and former members of the Division."
One of the best ways that I know to preserve the esprit
de corps of the Division is for you, as members of this Association, to keep in close contact with each other, to relive
the old times that we spent together by attendance at our
Conventions and Local Chapter meetings.
To-promote an everlasting world peace by educat'ono~
means is a program ""'ich local chapters can do a great job.
I want to close this little message with the reminder
that I am here in Washii1gton to help each one of you as
much as I possibly can and I call upon each one of you to
do all in your power to get new members into the Association and keep the dues rolling in on time.
Fraternally yours,
CHARLES O. TINGLEY,
Secretary-Treasurer, Ninth Inf. Div. Assn.

s.,-.o-.~0h~~~~~0n~~

50.00

1,685.0 n

$:-<;;.\l71.59

l'l'l'''''ll( """'lth, June 30, 1947:
GeIH'l'al Fund
History Fund

No Dues.-No O~J9!.Jl

A BRIEF MESSA.GE FROM CHARLES,
TINGLEY, ·YOlJR NEW SECR'ETARY

NEW YORKERS HAVE A
RIGHT TO CROW

THE NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION
ASSOCIATION
Washington, D. C.

Series "F"-Due August I, 19;)7
(approximate market value $55,875.00)
Sl'ries "F"-Due December I, 1958
(approximate market value $1·1,800.00)
.
Series "G"·-Due December 1, 1958
(approximate market value $187.60)
...
.
Hamilton. National Bank-Savings Account _ .._. __ .. _.
.
_..
American 8l'(:urit,l." and Trust. Company·-Savings account ..
American Security and Trm,t Company-Checking- account
Riggs N::ttional Bank-Checking accollllt
Advance---Convention committe~
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A postal card from Brig. Gen.
George \V. Smythe, first president
of the Ninth Infantry Division Association, advises that he has been
transferred from Army Ground
Forces Hdqtrs., at Fort Monroe,
Va., to Hdqtrs., Third Army, Fort
McPhel'soll, Atlanta, Georgia.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Two ItS. Brunos" Live

Charlie Clayberger, an old 9th.....
b
Infantry man and a rootin', I~ea r y One Another
tootin', shootin' member of the
V. F. W. and the Military Order
Samuel L. Bruno writes from
()f the Cootie sends to The Octo- 188
Burton Ave., Hosbrouck
foil a historical document, clipped Heights, N. J. And among 'Other
from The Oregonian back in 1930. things he mentions the fa<;t he has
Because of official communica- been receiving two copies of The
tions such as minutes and financial Octofoil and had been wondering
statements Friend Clayberger's why. He recently learned a forclipping had to be shelved - but mer Division member, Samuel S.
only temporarily ulJtil the next is- Bruno, lives at 118 Leo Place,
sue of The Octofoil. The story Lodi, N. J. Having solved the
merits space in any publication.
'~mystery," the Burton Ave. S.
Thanks, Clayberger.
Bruno was public-spirited enough
No Dues-No Octofoil
to see to it personally that the
S. Bruno re'ceived all the
Ray Gardner Writes Lodi
back issues of the paper he has
From "Old" Virginia missed.
The Octofoil wants to publicly
Raymond H. Gardner is now liv- thank Bruno. He's a g~od meming in Hiltons, Va., and says he'd ber. We need more like him.
like to hear from some of his old
Bruno is keeping a scrap book
buddies.
of <lutstanding articles from The
He sent for a set of the recol'ds Octofoil and asks that he be reand says he aims to be in Phila- membered to all his former buddelphia and wants to personally dies and to tell them he's planning
contact the old gang.
on g.etting to Philadelphia cady
No Dues-No OctofoiJ
and staying late next July.
Nit D~e.•-1'fo

OCTO~OIL

The OdoEoil is indebted to J. A. Nunn for the above picture
oE Co. C, 47th, moving up. The picture was made near Stolberg,
Germany.

Gene Pawlus Living In IBRUCHAC GETTING
the IIHoosier State" RESULTS IN N.Y.C.
Gene Pawlus, formerly of Co.
F, 39th ·Regt., writes from Crown
P,oint, Ind., R. F. D. 3.
Gene writes for a' set of the
Memorial S-ervices records and
asks to be remembered to his old
buddies in Co. F.
Sorry you missed the Columbus
Reunion, Gene. But you can start
planning right now to be in Philadelphia next July.

Hardly a day passes any more
when The Octofoil fails to g.t a
postal card from Al Brucha~ in.
which he says "Just signed u,. soand-so. See that he gets a p.. per
this month. His application and
fee is being sent directly to Secl-etary Tingley."
No Dues-No Octo foil

The St. Louis Cardinals base·
ball club invited patients in the
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
Veterans Administration h-ospital
at Jefferson Barracks, Mo., to at·
You'll never have :friend,s if you tend one game. each week thl'ough.
are afraid to make enemies.
o,u' !l!e past season.

~_E! ~

NEY{ MIM.lI~ IN

'ill..

~c~~J)u·,

. . . ~~TOfOlL
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HONORS TO 60TH FIELD ARTILLERY IN.

-------------;----------------------+
McGRATH'S ROLE IS C., Sienkewicz, liThe FRANK WADE WILL MADE 735 MILES OVER TORTUOUS AND
FROM A TOP - KICK Cannon BaU," Living ARRANGE DETAILS
MOUNTAIN ROADS WITHOUT THE
TO A BABY - SITTER Quietly In Chicago, III. FOR THE MOTHERS
AID OF ADEQUATE MAPS.
In referring to C. Sienkewicz
CATCHING UP ON BEER HE
MISSED OUT ON WHILE IN few Association members w-ould
know who The Octofoil referred
THE SERVICE.
to. ~ut just say "The Cannon
Ball" sent in a very nice letterThe Octofoil is in receipt of a and every man in Co. B, 60th
very interesting letter from Wil- Regt., from days at Bragg to the
liam R. McGrath, f-ormer first ser- Sicilian campaign knows immedi'geant A. T. Co., 39th Regt. Else- ately who has written the letter.
v,flere is printed a likeness of Me's
"Cannon Ball" and C. Siencharming wife and his youngster. kewicz areone and the same. .He
is living at 817 W. Kolin Ave.,
Parts of the letter f-ollows:
Chicago, Ill., and advi&es he is
Gents: I have, like many otheis,
a postoffice employee in the
intended writing sooner. Like the Windy City. Thanks for the nice
'Others, I have enjoyed reading J.etter, "Cannon Ball."
The ·Octofoil.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
39THERS BACKSLIDING
I am not a little perplexed at
the lack of 39th participation in
the articles in our paper.
Illave just received a card noInformation reaches The Octotifying me of the l-ocal Ninth
Association pending meeting at foil -office that Major Clair Thursthe Hotel Bond. in Hartf-ord on ton, formerly Division Provost
October 1. Should be a lot of fun. Marshal, is now Prov-ost Marshal
at Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
TENDS THE BABY
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
I am listening to a mystery
story on the radio while attending my l-year-old. The wife is at
the show.
WANTS BOYS TO WRITE
I would like to hear fr-om the
At the last Board of GOYA. T. boys. I spent almost four ernors meeting held at the
years in this outfit as Mike" Pu- Army War College in Washingzak can tell you (and a few of ton on Saturday, Sept. 27, 1947,
the others.)
the Secretary-Treasurer called
to the attention of the Board
OCTOFOIL SCRAPBOOK
Many articles in our paper are members that the July issue of
really worth saving. In fact I The Octofoil contained a memhave a scrap book which contains bership notice on Page 7 which
stated that $5.00 initiation fees
many of the paper's articles.
would include a free copy of
WANTS HISTORY
the Division History. The wordI am interested in the comple- ing at the top of this notice was
tion of -our history. Too many definitely an oversight and
people are ignorant of the facts. I should not have been included
had the pleasure of meeting a in s~ far as the history is conpresent member -of· the 47th re- cerned.
cently. They are stationed at Dix.
Only those who payor have
I remember that place-we left paid the $10.00 initiation fee
for overseas in '42 from there. are entitled to a free copy of
This individual has no idea of his the history.
'Outfit's history. In a few minutes'
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
time I learned this "Joe" had
never known we were in Africa,
Sicily, etc. What's up with this CHARLES E. HALL WRITES
new outfit. Aren t they pr-oud of
FROM SO. BOSTON, MASS.
their predecessors?
·"COUPLE" OF BEERS?
Charlie Hall is living at 320 K
Excuse this grammar and writ- St., So. Boston, Mass., and wants
ing. I have had a few beers. I to hear from some of his old gang.
promised those to myself during
He sends for a Souvenir Prothose days over there when my gram because of his inability to
tongue hung way out.
attend the Columbus Reunionbut he's another that doesn't inWILLIAM R. McGRATH,
Hartford, Conn. (Former first tend missing out on the Reunion
in PhjladeIphia.
sergeant A. T. Co., 39th.)

Major Clair' Thurston
Located Deep in Texas

NOTICE

~

(Ed.'s Note: Sarge, you'll
have to send The Octofoil y-our
street address so the picture of
that good-Io·oking wife and baby
can be returned.)
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

McGrath Clan

That McGrath blarney i••till
convincing. If it wasn't, how in
the devil did that &U7 land ...cIa

• ewell

1

~umber

No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

PHILADELPHIA LAD SEEMS
TO HAVE SOLD GROUP ON
HIS PLAN.

F-or the past three months an
Association member living in Philadelphia, but who I"emains anonymous to The Octofoil, has sent in
$1 to be placed in the fund to arrange suitable entertainment and
recognition for Gold Star Mothers attending the Philadelphia Reunion. Members of other Chapters
seem to be falling in line with
the Philadelphia lad.
The matter was called to the attention of the Board of Govern-ors
during the last meeting and instructions were sought as to how
to handle this money.
MARYLANDER CHOSEN
In sel~cting committees President Henry S. Rigby designated
Frank Wade, Board member from
Port Tobacco, Maryland, as chairman of the c-ommittee to work out
all details relative to arrangements
for the Gold Star Mothers. The
Philadelphia member's money as
well as any other received, will be
turned over to Committee Chair..;
man Wade.
PARTS OF LETTER
Editor -of Octofoil: He're is my
d-ollar for the Gold Star Mothers'
and Dads' Fund.
Glad to see The Octof{}i! is out
to support my idea. ~ Thanks for
The Octofoil editorial.
Wish all members of the Association would supp-ort the idea.
That was a nice letter the Gold
Star Mother wrote from North
Carolina to The Octof-oil.
The fellows can see what it
meant to this mother at the reunion. Hope the fellows remember that pad fro,pi Akron, who
wanted to pay f6'f some fellow's
room at the Reunion in Columbus.
"Well, fellows, see how it helps
these next-of-kin.
How about
sending in support for this fund?
Thanking The Octdoil for supporting my idea, I am,
ANONYMOUS.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

A "Pinky Higgins" booster club
named after the manager of the
professional baseball team in Roanoke, Va., was formed this summer by patients in the Veterans
Administration hospital at Roanoke.
Advantages of members included free admission to all home
games and baseballs autographed
by Higgins f-or the club's offi~ials.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

GREATER NEW YORK PRESIDENT
SENDS OPEN LETTER TO MEMBERS
For many months now, the officers of the Greater New York
Chapter have been &eeking a permanent meeting flace. Due to
the fact that the members of the New York Chapter reside not only
in the City proper, but in the outlying suburbs, it has always been
taken for granted that the meeting place must be centrally located
in the heart of Manhattan. Although many of the hotels in the
Times Square area have facilities available for meetings, their
rates are rather high and they do not -offer the organization the
opportunity to serve refreshments or beer at table:::' afler the formal business of the meeting has been completed.
RECOMMENDS DIFFERENT LOCATION
The New York officers now feel that it may be necessary and
more advantageous to lease a meeting place in a less centrally located establishment, but one where the Tn'ice is right and where
members and their ladies may enjoy a social evening after the
short business meeting.
We would appreciate the views of our members on the above
proposal b.efore next month's meeting. Please writ~ your views on
the subject to the undersigned and alro use this as an opportunity
to pay your 1947 and 1948 dues, if you have not already do:i.€ so.
REMEMBER: Dues are $3.50, of which $1 is retained by the
L-ocal Chapter through which you pay, and the remainder of $2.50
is sent to the National Association, which then issues your membership card. Pay your dues NOW and be assured of your copy
of The Ocrof-oil every month without interruption.
CALVIN POLIVY,
President Greater New Y-ork Chapter, Ninth Infantry Division
Association. (1875 University Ave., New: York 53, N. Y.)
N. D.ea-No Octofoil

OUTFIT IS CITED FOR GALLANTRY AND HEROISM IN
BATTLE ON 21, 22, AND 23 FEBRUARY 1943, IN REPELLING SUPERIOR FORCES.
Under date of 8 September 1947, General Orders No.
84, by order of the Secretary of War, the 60th Field Ar..
tillery Battalion, with the 60th Infantry Cannon Company
attached, received a much-merited citation, as follows: "

J o h n O'G ra d y In th e

Pipe Smoking Business

John O'Grady, a member of the
Ninth Infantry Division Association is manager of the Wilke Pipe
Sh'Op, 400 Madison Ave., New
York, N. Y.
J ohn'- is jnclined to think you
New Yorkers would appreciate a
paid advertisement in The Octofoil and writes for details. However, the letter arrived just a bit
too late for the consummation of
the deal for this issue.
A New York business that can
rate four columns of first page
news in The New Y-ork WorldTelegram must be just about
"tops"-and that's exactly the
rating that paper give to the Wilke
Pipe Shop in a write-up about
that team of sisters wh'O make
those· pipes.
There'll no doubt be more about
this outfit in succeeding issues.
No Dues-No Octofoil

Serious Trouble In the
Offing When Generals
and Admirals Crossed
Clyde Moore, Ohio State Journal columnist, has this to say
about the armed forces social
problems in Washington:
Hostesses in Washillgtonhav
a problem"on their hands, and it
doesn't have anything to do with
what to serv,e on meatless Tuesday. The questi-on has to do with
the order in which to seat guests.
They had this pretty well worked out, in fact there was a guidebook on the subject. Then it became complicated again with the
appointment of a Secretary of Defense and various other officials
who are the result of crossing an
admiral with a general or wmething on that order.
RANKEST MOST IMPORTANT
Rank is terribly important
down on the Potomac. The ranker the individual the closer he
gets to the head of the table,
where presumably the gossip is
better and the cuts of meat are
tenderest.
The hostess who makes the mistake of giving a guest of lower
I'ank precedence -over one of higher, like putting a corporal ahead
of a sergeant, would be forever
disgraced. The best she can do
is commit hara kiri with a salad
fork.
GET 'EM PIE-EYED
Of course the problem can be
solved by serving buffet style. If
enough drinks served beforehand
are carrying high voltage, guests
won't be able to tell whether they
are at the head of the line or the
'tail end.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Color Pictures Taken
By Mahon At Reunion

III-BATTLE HONORS
As authorized by Executive
Order 9396 (Sec. I, WD Bul. 22,
1943),
superseding
Executive
Order 9075 (Sec. III, 'VD BuI~
(11, 1942), the following unit is
cited by the War Departmentundel' the provisions 'OfAR 260-15
in the name 'Of the President of
the United States as public evi~
deuce of deserved honor and distinction. The citation reads as
foll'Ows: "
CONSPICUOUS 'GALLANTRY
The 60th Field Artillery Battali-on, with the 60th Infantry
Cannon Company attached, is
cited £01' conspicuous gallantry
and heroism in battle on 21, 22,
and 23 February 1943, in repelling an attack by vastly su
peri-or :forces which were attempting to break through the Alli€d
lines in the vicinity 'Of Thala, TU
nisia.
IOO-HOUR FORCED MARCH
The 60th Field Artillcl'y Battalion with the 60th Infantry Cannon Company attached, completed
a 100-h-our forced march from
Tlemcen, Algeria, in bitter weather, -over tortuous and almost impassable mountain roads, a total
distance of 735 mil~s, 'On the night
-of 21 February 1943. Without
prior reconnaissance and adequate
maps, under enemy fire, and maneuvering through.. a con.gested
single, narro\Vr()~d."eth~,,"~tt!lion
immediately oO'ccujij.ed"'_~~·'. itions, set up . communica ons,
established emergency -observation
posts, and was ready to deliver
fire by daylight. Although enemy
forces were established only 2,500
yards fr-om the battery positions,
and there were but three platoons
of friendly infantry in front of
the artillery, its units maintained
constant and steady fire on repeated enemy tank thrusts with
such deadly effect as to disrupt
them and beat them back.
COOL MANNER
The cool and determined manner in which the 60th Field Artillery Battalion, with the 60th
Infantry Cannon Company attached, entered into battle, after
the accomplishment of an almost
incredible forced march and despite the lack -of rec-onnaissance
.and visibility, contributed in no
small measure to the def€at of the
enemy's attempt to brEfak through
the Thala defile.
HIGHEST TRADITIONS
This gallant entry into battle
and heroism with which fire was
maintained, despite tel'l'ific enemy fire, are in keeping with the'
highest traditions of the American
military service.
By order of the Secretary of
War:
4

4

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER,
Chief of Staff.
Official:
EDWARD F. WITSELL,
Major General,
The Adjutant G,eueral.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Second Vice-President Walter
Mahon, of Chicago, took several
hundred feet of Technicolor sh-ots
of Reunion scenes during the Columbus, O. Reunion.
The films are -of 16 mm. dimension and last about 15 minutes.
Particularly impressive is the
parade scenes which proves conclusively most of these "old" e'XG. I.s can still keep in step.
The Columbus Chapter unanimously passed resoluti-ons thanking Vice-President Mahon for the
courtesy shown its members when
he presented the Chapter with a
set of the"· historic films.
No lhaee-No OCTOFOIL

Henry and Woodside
Looking For Members
Just before going to press The
Octofoil was in receipt of a letter
from Les Henry, Rome, N. Y. Les
relayed the informati-on he and
Bob Woodside had just learned a
c'Ouple of guys iJl a neighboring
wwn were non-members of the
Association although eligible-and

this pair of stalwarts was going
over and learn why.
Thanks Henry-aI!d :yo u too,
Robert.
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ANOTHER INSTALMENT,
VIC WOJTAS' EXPERIENCES BECOMING
MORE AND MORE ALL-ABSORBING IN
EACH SUCCEEDING ISSUE.

._'-

This month's installment of the diary kept by Victor
Wojtas, 1729 N. Wood St., Chicago, Ill., lists many of those
near him who paid the Supreme Sacrifice in Tunisia. - Also
compiled geographically are a list of his P.O.W. buddies.
NORTH AFRICA
PRAYER FOR OTHERS
OL, Cod,hless my father,
mother, hrothers and sisters, all
wLo are dear to me, and all who
Lave heen good to me. Have
pity on sinners and save them
from bell. Console the afflicted,
especially the sick. Lessen their
suffering and grant them a
speedy recovery. Cive the:npatienee and resignation.
Help
my Comrades to hear their
trials. Bless their families and
grant them those blessings whEch
they need.
Killed in Action
French Morocco

Pierre Noel-Nov. 10, 1942.
Red Hastings-Nov. 11, 1942.
Tunisia

Edward
1943.

Gilmore -

March

21,

Lt. Dennison
- M ar ch 21,

1943.
Pfc. LoveMarch 22, 1943.
SIS gt. C.
Roberts - Mar.
22, 1943.
Captain De·
Gurse Mar.
22, 194$.

_

~vt~ r~'h Mil

1943.

COMBAT EQUIPMENT
The following is what Staff
Sgt. Vic Wojtas carried in t"h-e invasion of North Africa:
Springfield Rifle-'03,
Cartridge belt, 100 l'-"'" 1 of
ammunition.
Combat pack.
Two bandaliers-l00 rour:ds of
ammunition.
One demolition grenade.
One incendiary grenade.
Rocket gun.
Rocket gun ammunition-til ree
rounds..
Very flare gun.
Very gun ammunition - nine
rounds.
Six cans "c" rations.
Two canteens-full.
C 0 1llpass,
November 8, 19~.

Wounded

Pvt. E. Suska.
A LETTER TO JENNIE
sgt. Carpenter, Lt. D. Decker, Dearest Jennie, I write once
nlore,
Pfc. E. Schaue, Pfc. J. Parker,
This time from Germany, a PrisPfc. W. Tylutki.
oner of War;
I lov~ you more tljan ever b-cforc;
REST, OLD BUDDY, REST!
My heart is heavy. it's you I adore.
My heart remembers carefree We are always together though
being apart.
days and nights
We shared togetheT, pace by pace,
I knew this darling from the very
weary mile,
start,
Side by side through tempest,
They may govern the world and
calm or hell
every part,
Until God laid you in your final
But they'll never govern what
bivouac.
Comes from the heart;
And sent me marching fUl;ther_ on, My work on the battlefield is over;
it's donealone,
Alone, Old Buddy, ,v-ea:.-but hard- We did our best, each mother'~
son.
ly alone,
For where I am ~rou ar~ in glowComplaints and regrets, I have
ing spirit,
none,
And where you are does valor
Soon the war will be over, world
stand a watch.
will be gay,
Under the sentry or the skies you And our future will start, when I
proudly say:
sleep,
Who will protect you n-ow because "I promise to always love, llOnor
and obey"
you gav-e
Such gift to courage and pos- Jennie, my own, on our wedding
day.
terity
That none deserves such blissful
sleep as you.
STALAG BUpDIES
Wojtas

from Chicago, III.

Rest. Old Buddy, Rest • • • We
John Kostecki, 2713 S. Troy
don't forget!
St. Phone: CRaw 8526.
Robert Hulet, 7311 S. Halsted
Street.
DEAR JENNIE
Edward Nielsen, 1051 N. Damen
Now that the days are slowly num- Av~nue.
bering,
Al Hudy, March" 24, A-A, 2430
While my dreams return to you, N. Lockwood Ave.
.•
I lie on my bunk quietly slumMike Kobola, 5151 S. Wolcott
bering,
Avenue.
And relive the happiness that
Jerry A. Polach, 4959 S. Winonce we knew.
chester Ave.
Mark Jennings, 937 N. Laramie
How happy were those by-gone Avenue.
days,
:Matt Jerziorny, 5222 S. WolAnd the lov-e we two had cott Ave.
shared,
Edward F. Kowalski, 2510 N.
Just to recall the many ways,
Marmora Ave.
The affection we both had
Nestor Pawlick, 3245 W. Dispared.
vision St.
Ed Mullen (Moon), 7234 S.
I know soon, that day will come, Marshfield Ave.
When once again I will be
Frank Krolic, 3050 W. Warren
Back in the arms that I strayed Blvd.
from,
Benny Edelman, 1519 S. LawAnd the ones who wait for me. rence Ave. Phone: CRaw 4670.

P~O.W.'S

DIARY

+-------------------------------------Anthony La
Barbeka, 1840
Paul S. Daubner, 9 Rinker

MANY LETTERS COMING TO OCTOFOIL FROM ALL PARTS
OF THE UNITED STATES PRAISING THE DIARY-ANOTHER INSTALLMENT NEXT MONTH~

No.... 8, 1942-March 2%, t 943.
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Burling St.
Phil Maggio 6924 S. Wood St.
Ray Houska, 2722 S. Trumbull
Avenue.
Sam De Grazia, 478 W. 27th
Street.
Louis Brugato, 2709 S. Pdnceton.
Walter Wartalski, 1535 W.
Thomas St.
HtmryF. Mitchell, 5963 W.
Fulton St.
Edward Cannella, 743 N01'th
Spaulding.
Ted Wienieski, 4547 S. Wolcott St.
Peter Wowczuk, 4556 S. Marshfield.
Gene Pacer, 3259 W. 64th
Place.
Edwin B. Hubener, 6554 South
Homan.
Leslie M. Williams, 1730 North
Wells St.
Joe G. Banas, 723 Christiana
Avenue.
Len Capron Caponi. 1135 N.
Spaulding Ave.
STALAG BUDDIES
From Coast to Coast

Steve Czal'ney, 8456 Asbury
Pk., Detroit, Mich.
Jack E. Rose, 5715 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Jamc::; Whitehead, Ront!> No.1,
Newville, Ala.
Charles Burkhise-r, Jr., Route
No, 1, Numa, low·a.
F. Smith, 35 S. Race Street,
Springfield, Ohio.
Bill Banister, ~are Police Hdq.,
y.; est Monroe, La.
George Budinski. Rt. 1, Box 61,
Berg-holtz, Ohio.
Casimer MO:3kal, 75 Bunn St.,
Amsterdam, N. Y.
Robert Farr-ell, 3034 Seymour
St., Cleveland, Ohio.
R. H. Royster, 62 Walworth
A ve., Scarsdale. N. Y.
Vincent C. Marano, 1315 W.
9th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
G. e 0 r g~ Habben, RushtU'trre,
Minn.
Charles Kempf, 34 Western
Blvd., Baldwin Long- Island,- N. Y.
·William
Wade,
Fayetteville,
North Carolina.
Everett
Deaton,
Ellensburg,
Washington.
Don Wilkinson, Box 44, Bigler,
Pennsylvania.
Paul C. Sanders, Route 5,
Brownsville, Ky.
Murray Pritchard, Gatewood,
Missouri.
Leslie N. Kerr, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Giles B. Blagess, Elkview, West
Virginia.
Jerome Laudry, 107 St. Patrick
St., Donaldsville, La.
Peter Radanovich, 314 W. Sam~
pIe St., South Bend, Ind,
John Ryczek, 77' Green Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Stephen Biehler, 114-5.9 131st
St., So. Ozone Park. N. Y.
Bill Ragen, 1353 E. Oxford St.,
Philadelphia;, Pa.
Ben Kiedzielawa, 9 Charles St.,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
B. B. Lamme)', 100 S. 6th Ave.,
Coatsville,' Pa.
Robert Barry, 114 Stanwix St.,
Rome, N. Y.
Guadalupe Lupez, 14 Jackson
St., Brownsville, Texas.
Donald P. Burl, 79 Poplar St.,
Chelsea, Mass.
Pedro Carmona, 133 % East
Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Ralph Guglieano, 1211 Tauro
St., New Orleans, La.
Fernado Vaz, 21 Armstrong
Ave., Providence, R. I.
Lyle Hetrick, Laurens, Iowa,
Box 246, care C. I. Herson.
John Brunoforte, 164 Mott St.,
New York City.
George Gener, 590 Greenwell
Rd., Cincinnati,· Ohio.
Edward Schubert, 74 Herman
St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Edward Gazybicki, 248 Swetland St., Duryea, Pa.
Elmer Guthrie, Seth, W. Va.
Jack W. Ries, 216 Alries St.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Fred Seidel, 716 Excelsior St.,
Akron, Ohio.
.
S. F. Brantly, 735 E. Ansley St.,
J acksonviUe, Fla.

Court, Roseford, Ohio.
Stanley Bishop, 1305 Home
Ave., Toledo, Ohio.
Phil Downs, Wapello, Iowa.
.Harley
McDaniels,
Monroe,
Iowa.
Russell Hehr, 12410 Lancelot
Ave., Cleveland, O.
L. Hershman, 251 S. West St.,
Crown Point, Ind.
George Coffman, Waverly, Ky.
Steve Boros, 1257 Edison St.,
Akron, O.
Joe Egyud, 172 Bake'r St., Aliquippa, pa.
Charles Barth, 561 Central
Ave., Charleston, W. Va.
E. Gregg, 1810 Lake St., Bakersfield, Calif.
E. Wisneski, First St., 115, Box
64, Sagamore, Pa.
C. Jervis, R. F. D., Box 4, Ferguson, W. Va.
Joseph Vinciquerra, 406 E. 6th
St., Plainfield, N. J.
Battista Novaria, 1403 Parker
St., Berkeley, Calif.
Maynard O'Conner, 302 Ricke'!'
St., Waterloo, Iowa.
Morris Denmark, 320 S. Bend
Blvd., Steubenville, Ohio.
John Cohoil, 2416 Avenue "A,"
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Tony Hoenschild, 1149 Kirkwood Blvd., Davenport, Iowa.
John McCoy, Rt. 1, Alamo, Tex.
Lester Parsons, Coshocton, O.
Dennis T. Smith, 103 Elm St"
Red Oak, Iowa.
Frank Stebbing, 6317 Har-Ford
Rd., Baltimore, Md.
George W. Van Horn, Jr., Rt.
2, Newton, N. J.
Felix O. Camps, Jr., 34 Wooster
St., Danbury, Conn.
Frank Schiro, 9320 Georgia
A ve., Detroit, Mich.
C. Conklin, 421 Washington
St., Audubon, Iowa.
Charles Cohen, 2216 Sunset
Blvd., Steubenville, O.
Duane Stone, Glenwood, Iowa.
Gordon ShannQn, Rt. j, Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Franklin Strunk, 352 Lincoln
Ave., East Stroudsburg, Pa.
Bill Ehrlich, 1304 Avenue "L,"
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Andy Patton, Jr., Sweden, Ky.
Corn Van Duinen, 1118 Eastern
Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich.
John McGlothlen, 201 S. Wilson Ave., Jefferson, Iowa.
Lawrence Buckley, 802 Broadway, Parkersburg, W. Va.
George Strawser, Rt. 2, Hood
Dine-Dance, Newlon, Iowa.
William F. Dwyer, 862 Union
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
John Rockata, 238 Hitz St.,
Sharpsville, Pa.
Jack Stanley, Rt. 3, Audubon,
Iowa.
ttlseph Arnt, 329 Miller 'Ave.,
Lancaster, Ohio.
Charles Knauf, 443 Sunset
Ave., Maple Shade, N. J.
Chester Barron, 87 Hawk Ave.,
Akron, Ohio.
Harry Platt, 421 S. 7th, Rensselear. Indiana.
FOREIGN COUNTRIES
Patrick McGinty, 15 Elm Wood,
Donnycarney, Dublin, Ireland.
Paul Zajoc-Wanda Imdrof, Billy
Montigny Casimer, Beuchet S
Pasde Calais, France.
Henryk Kasprowicz, UI Piekna
No.3, Todz, Poland.
Joseph Jaziorski, Candes Par
Monstopeall, Maine Et Loire,
FI'ance.
Mateusz Zielinski, Lubawa-UIKopernika No. 24, Pohind.
Tadeusz Konneacki, Polska Majatek Pica Powiat, Opoceno Poczta
Suletow, Poland.
Henryk Koniscany, UI Kolejowa
No. 49, Wagrowiec, Polska.
Stanley Prokopczek, Ulica Kielecka No, 10, Radom, Polska.
(Read next month's installment of Wojtas' diary. Coldblooded murder by the Kraut
guards was a
frequent occurrence. Memorial Day in a
German prison camp OJ:ld many
other absorbing experiences are
related by Vic Wotjas in the
third installment of his unusual
diary.)
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

REUNION MINUTES
ARE NOW ON FILE

Several· differences of opinion
have arisen lately between Chapter
members relative to the exact action taken on certain subjects by
the Sec-ond Annual Convention in
Columbus.
Stenotype transcriptions of the
proceedings have been furnished
the Secretary-Treasurer's office.
These minutes have been a medium for definitely settling the
differences.
The Board of Governors discussed th~ feasibility of printing
the proceedings in The Octofoil,
but finally concluded the printing
costs would be too excessive.
However, if at any time, any
Chapter member is desirous of official information as to exactly
what transpired relative to certain questions in Columbus a letter to Charles O. Tingley, Secretary-Treasurer, P. O. Box 17.04,
Washington 13, D. C., will secure
for you the needed official information.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

UNCLE SAM ISN'T
TREATING SHANKS
EXACTLY RIG H T
Somebody down in that G. I.
Brigade owes Ernest I.
Shanks, General Deliv€ry, Southside Station, Richmond 24, Va.,
the sum of $().() in back pay-and
he wants it. Can you blame him?
Shanks joined the 9th Div. on 9
December 1944 and left the Div.
for the states in September 1945.
He says he's proud of his m~dics
badge and wouldn't trade it for
anything-the same the rest of his
buddies in the 39th feel, because,
as he says, he sweated blood just
like the rest of them did.
Shanks comments on some of
the swell buddies he had while in
the 39th Regt., especially Captain
Brooks, the 39th M. D.
But when he gets to thinking
about that $60 due him he blows
his top. Maybe he's got something
when he says "They'r~ damn slow
pay-and they need some T.N.T.
under their dogs to show them the
meaning of double time."
Shanks is building a home for
himself and he says that $60
he sweat-ed for and never received
would come in pretty- handy right
now.
Okay, Shanks-your blast at
those Finance Officers has been
sent to Secretary-Treasurer Tingley and if there's anything he can
do to get th~ $60 you can bet your
bottom dollar he will do it.
Financ~

No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

$5 Membership Fee
Does Not Get a Copy
"8 Stars to Victory"
The August issue of The Octofoil was printed just a few days
after adjournment of the Second
Annual Reunion. During the rush
and confusion to get a Reunion
edition to the members as quickly as possible changes ordered by
the Convention in membership
admittance conditions were not
made in the formal membership
application blank appearing in
that issue.
The Convention action, in effect, was that $5 initiation fee
would be acceptable hereafter, the
$5 would. include a year's dues,
and a 60c subscription for The
Octofoil-but not the History "8
Stars to Victory." Anyone desiring both membership in the Association and a History will have to
&end $10 as heretofore. The only
change made was to allow membership without making a History
subscription mandatory.
Du~ to this typographical error
a few members have becom~ confused and sent in their $5 membership fee expecting that amount
to also provide for a history. The
matter was discussed at the last
Board ,m~eting and The Octofoil
was instructed to print this explanation.
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NEW ENCiLAND LADS DOINCi BICiTHINCiS

+._--------------------------------------

NEW ENGLANDERS CARRYING ON OR- Heikkila Claims 9th Howard Womack and NEW MEMBERS - - GANIZATION WORK WITH NINTH Men Hard to Locate Richard Hill IIBat the 1 SEPT. TO 10 OCT.
DIVISION SPIRIT.
in Nashville Charles L. Richards, 604 N.
Frank Heikkila, formerly Ninth Breeze
ll

OVER 100 MEMBERS ATTEND CLAM BAKE AT PLYMOUTH
ON THE CAPE.-SIDNEY HEIBERGER REPORTS SUCCESSFUL GET TO-GETHER IN HARTFORD, CONN.
Starting off the new season's activities with a bang,
'the New England Chapter, Ninth Infantry Division Association came up with a real old-fashioned clam bake at
Plymouth on the Cape a few weeks ago.

Div. Signal Officer, and president
of the Notorious Piscatorial Society, writes from 50 Knowlton
Ave., Kenmore 17., N. Y. He
claims there doesn't se'em to be
many Ninth men in his area; he
onlv knows of two besides himself.
How about it, you fellows up
around Buffalo. Let's' get going
and get together with Frank and
get achaDter started.

Over 100 members, plus wives,
and in some cases, families atNo Dues-No OCTOFOIL
NINTH INF. DIY. ASSN.
tended and really stoked up.
CONNECTICUT CHAPTER
GALA FALL MEETING
NEW ENGLAND CLAM BAKE
There was lobst-er, clams, hot FELLOW MEMBERMeet th~ boys at the HOTEL ·~.r-eci"'
dogs, roast corn and baked poBOND
in Hartford, WEDNEStatoes, watermelon and all the
other little things that go with a DAY, OCTOBER 1, 1947, at 8 ;00
Upon collecting dues from
New England Clam Bake. The af- P. M.
Beer and sandwiches on the members who are affiliated with
fair lasted most of the day withhouse. All units will be repre- local chapters make sure, first
out accident, although a platoon
sented so help make the meeting of all, that the initiation fee has
of wasps mov-ed into the area late
a
success.
been paid. IE the initiation fee
in the' aft-ernoon.
Permanent officers will
be has not been paid, then collect
WASPS RETREAT
elected. The Convention at' Ohio either $10.00 or $5.00, dependAfter looking at the damage will be discussed. Plans for in- ing upon type of membership.
done.to the lobsters, etc., the wasp corporating our Chapter will be Such fees include dues for the
group decided to retreat, taking formulated.
current year. If initiation fee
only a watermelon and a couple
Sincel'-ely,
has been paid then collect only
of armfuls of potato chips.
SIn HEIBERGER,
$3.50. Local chapters are auTempor3.ry Chairman. thorized to deduct the sum of
A LOBSTER'S DIARY
$1.00 for each fee collected.
Your ~ eporter chanced to be in
The balance is to be forwarded
Plymouth a w-eek or so later and GETS RESULTS
The
fact
that
Sid
Heiberger's
to the N atlonal Secretary-Treasstruck up a conversation in a bar
with the commander of the Dis- efforts were crowned with success urer in Washington, who will
abled Lobsters' League, At.lantic is much in evidence from the let- issue the proper membership
Branch.
The following is his ter received in Secretary Tingley's card and send it direct to the
office a few days after the get- individual concerned.
story;
tog-ether:
Be sure to obtain the follow"I was standing on a -reef corDear Charlie; We had a swell ing information upon collectner, minding my own business,
meeting last Wednesday evening. ing irt1tiation fees or dues:
when-whippo-some guy ,grabs
About 32 fellows attended; reFull name, complete adme and hustles me into a gunny
freshments were served and a
dress, address while with the
sack. A short time later I'm lying
swell time was had by all. I was
Ninth Division.
on some rockweed watching a elected
Temporary
President,
IE any member after having
roaring bonfire and wondering pending: the granting of our charpaid
his initiation fee or anjust what's going to happen. Then
ter. Boardman F. Lockwood of
I looked around and sawall those Hartford, was elected temporary nual dues fee to a local Chap9th Div. gUYS-~TOU can't miss vice-president, and Nicholas Capo- ter does not receive within a
them, those hungry looks-and I bianco of New Haven was elect-ed re.sonable time an official memb~rship card signed by the Naknew I'd have to move fast. Lucki- temporary Secretary-Treasurer.
tional President and National
ly . I happened to have with me a COLLECT DUES
Secretary-Treasurer, such memsign tha+ r got off one of those
We collected annual dues from
hotels in Algiers-you know "Off several of the members and as ber should advise the office of
the National Secretary of these
Limits to Enlisted P-ersonnel"-- soon as I have a :few minutes I
facts and an investigation will
and I just hung it on my shell. will get together with our Secr-ebe made as to the reasons thereSure enough, a guy picks me up, tary and he will forward the
looks and then scales me about 50 money and data to you. Several fore.
All officers of local Chapters
feet into the brush and I'm free. of the fellows stated that they
are urged to give close attenSTICKS AROUND
never received their Ninth lapel tion to the collection of initia"Well, I, figured I'd stay around pins so please send me a supply to tion fees and annual dues. The
and watch things. I had a came- issue to them.
handling of money, someone
ra with me that I got from some ADDITIONAL NAMES
else's money, is a great responI
am
enclosing
additional sibility. The job can be simpliKraut around Eupen and I maneuv-ered around until I got a names to be added to the petition fied by your attention to decouple of shots. They're not too originally forwarded to your of- tails. /
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
good but they'll serve as evidence fice, and I ask that said petition
be acted upon immediately so we
of what took place.
can go ahead with our plans for
CHAMPIONS
incorporating our chapter.
"Man ~·ou never heard such
MEETING IN NEW HAVEN
clacking of the clackers and
Our next meeting is schedmunching. Those guys murdere,l
uled for Nov. 12, 1947, at· the
half the lobster population of
Hotel Taft in New Haven at 8
Many Octofoil r-eaders when
Plymouth and the clams too.
P. M. General Hoyle will be sending in news items.• for publicaASKS A FAVOR
present and films of the Ninth tion get to the end of their let"But I figure mistakes happen, Division in action, including the
ters and darn near make straight
don't they? There's only one fa- crossing at Remagen, will be
lines for signatures. It causes the
vor I want to ask and I Qught to shown. I f we get the proper waste of a lot of time and still reget some consideration, because I publicity in The Octofoil we sults in a large number of typoworked with the Ninth for a while. should have a tremendous turn· graphical errors. The typesetters
Matter of fact, that's how I lost out.
are not mind readers.
Sincerely,
this claw-hit by one of those
Hereafter print plainly in capiSIDNEY S. HEIBERGER,
faIling radios on the Solomon
tal letters your signature to all
865 Chapel St., New Haven,
I s I and maneUvers. Remember
communications.
that? Boy those radios were com- Conn.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
ing down as regularly as th-e gal'·
bage. Well,' anyway,here's my JOHN W. WATSON, CO. M,
sugge:=>tion;
47TH, IN ROXTON, TEXAS
"Next time, before you go out
for your lobst~rs, get in touch
One of good old Co. M, 47th's
,ith me. I know a lot of those men from way down in Texas
lobsters who ,,,ere taking it easy sends his regards to all of his old
during the war, working in some buddies-and at - the same time
defense industry, things .like that. asks for a souvenir program.
I can show you where they hang
Okay, John, but start planning
out and they are b-etter tasting for that big-time deal down in
any way. They were living on the Philadelphia next July.
fat of the land while you and I
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
were sweating it out. You know,
Forty - nine veteran - patients,
us combat v-etel'ans gotta stick to- paralyzed from the :waist down
gether."
competed in a wheelchair tabl-e
tennis championship tournament
Thanks to the untiring efforts in the Veterans Administration
of Sidney S. Heiberg-er,· 885 hospital at Hines, Ill.
TJ:ophies awarded to the winChapel St., New Haven, Conn., the
Connecticut Chapter got off to a ners, were donated by the Amergood start at' their recent meet- ican Red Cross and other volunThis group of Connecticut
ing in Hartford. The following no- tary s-ervice organizations.
further introdu~tion.
.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
tices were sent out:

Notice to
till Local Chapters

Print Your Name At
the Close of Letters

John St., Frankfort, Ind., formerly of Co. I, 39th Inf.
George E. Van Kennen, R.F.D.
3, Ogdensburg, N. Y., formerly f)f
Service Co. (RSO), 47th Inf.
John Taliercio, 639 Hicks St.,
Brooklyn 31, N. Y., formerly of
Co. M, 39th Inf.
Clarence Henry Wataon, 738
Pr·obst Ave., Fairview, Bergen
City, N. J.,. Pfc., Co. K, 39th.
Robert T. Bell, Jr., 1338 Union
Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
Arthur D. Jackson, Jr., 603 S.
Davis Ave., Apt., Richmond, Va.,
Major, Hq., 47th.
Edward A. Stoll, W. Bridge St.,
Deep River, Conn., First Sgt., Hq.
Btry., 60th F.A.
Ron B_ Manley, 819 Tulip Ave.,
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
Franklin Square, N. Y., First Lt.
Co's. F, B and A, 39th.
Martin Shankman, 1151 S. W.
24th Ave., Miami, Fla., Pfc., Co.
L, 39th.
Claude A. Race, 1102 Division
William P. Powless, formerly a Ave., Tacoma 3, Wash., Pfc., Co.
First Lieutenant ill the 60th Inf., I, 39th.
has enlisted as a Master S-ergeant
Frederick F. DeAugustinis, 11
and is stationed at Rock Island Flora St., Provid-ence, R. I., S-Sgt.,
Office of the Illinois Recruiting Co. D, 60th.
District. He would be more than
Robert Well. Murphy, 323 West
pleased to see any of his old Park Ave., Aurora, Ill., Pfc., Co.
friends' if they ever get close t.o G, 47th.
the Tri Cities and there is a drink
Charles B. Alcorn, 32209 Hillsawaiting those who show up.
dale Ct., Wayne, Mich., Capt., 1st
Be careful though and don't let Bn., 60th.
him talk you into. enlisting - or
Lt. Col. Louis Gershenow, G-3
should you?
Section, Hq. 2nd Army,' Fort
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
Meade, Md., Lt. Col., 2nd Bn.,
47th.
Anthony Joseph Buzas, 55-02
68th St., Maspeth, L. I., N. Y.,
T-4, Co. I, 60th.
Capt. Lawrence Q. Langland,
Angelo Parento, 1026
McGen. Deliv-ery, Union, S. C., Capt.,
Laughlin Rd., Bridgeville Pa.,
1st Bn., 47th.
sent The Octofoil two negatives
.,Malcolru McCabe,. Rockaway,
of pictures taken shortly after the
N.J;, Pvt., Co. G, 39th. ' . :.....
47th crossedijle Rhine.
Walter F. Goucher, 66 NichOlas
Since it takes two to thre-edays
Ave., Brooklyn 8, N. Y., T-4 Hq.
to get the films printed and anand Hq. Co., 15th Engrs.
other week to g-et the photograph
Milton H. Pohle, 218 Tel'l'ace
processed into a newspaper cut,
St., Honesdale, Pa., T-4, 9th Sig.
Angelo's negatives arriv-ed j)lst a Co.
bit too late for this issue.
John W. O'Donnell, Apt 1, 116
However, the pictures will apWayne Pl., S.E., Washington 26,
pear in th-e next .issue. The boys D. C., Co. I, 60th.
in the picture are Francis G. WalWilliam Ashley Lucas, Tuttle,
ters, Rt. 4, Anderson, S. C.; Okla., Lt. Col., 34th F.A. Bn.
Beecher J. Jones, Henry Va.;
Clifford P. Prouty, 323 N. E.
Johnson, no address; Antonio A.
19th St., Miami, Fla., Sgt., Btry.
Mendez, 1043 E. 21st St., Long C, 26th F .A. Bn.
Beach, Calif.
Adolph T. Dominick, 509 SouthNo Dues-No OCTOFOIL
ern Ave., Lib-erty Boro, McKeesport, Pa.
Jay G. Dennison, Jr., 1705 New
York Ave., McKeesport, Pa.
Rev. Robert J. Curtis, 4110
Bellevue Rd., Toledo 12, Ohio,
Irving Gordon, formerly B Co., 39th.
Virgil W. Pentice, Walter Reed
9th Medics, writes that hoe ha.s a
new job with the Dept. of Agri- Gen. Hasp., Ward lOb, Washington 12, D_ C., Pfc. Co. A, 39th.
culture Library in Washington.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
He is living at 1162 Escanaba
Hall, Independence at Ninth Sts.,
Washington 4, D. C.

Howard A. Womack is living at
2712 Hartford Dr., Nashville,
Tenn. He has just bought himself
a new home. Nice going, Howard.
Hope you are very happy in it.
Womack read in the last issue
of The Octofoil about Richard
Hill playing trumpet with George
Olsen's band and it so happened
that Olsen's band was playing in
,Nashville so Howard and his wife
spent a very delightful evening listening to the music and shooting
the breeze with Dick during intermissions.
Howard says he is alw8.ys glad
to hear from any 47th men and
sends his best· to everyune else in
the Ninth.

It's Master Sergeant
Wm. P. Powless Now

Parento's Pictures Too
Late For This Issue

Irving Gordon, Former
Medics, With Dept.
of Agriculture Library
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Lieut. Col. Chandler
Worked With Colonel
Robb in Writing' Book

A water basketball team has
been formed by patients, paralyz-ed from the waist down, in the
Veterans Administration hospital
In referring to the book, Frontat Van Nuys, Cal. The patients Line Intelligence, offer-ed for sale
use inflated inner tubes to keep by the Infantry Journal Press,'
1115 17th St., S. W., Washington,
them afloat.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
D. C., The Octofoil last month
failed to mention that Lt. Col.
Stedman
Chandler collaborated
with Colonel Robb in compiling
the book and were co-authors.
The Infantry Journal Press has
this to say about Lt. Col. Chand:
leI':
"Lt. Col. Stedman Chandler
fought on Attu with CT 17-1, on
the Normandy -,beaches with the
Ninth Division and in Europe with
the 90th. He saw service as a
company commander, a combat
team exec., Division AT officer,
Battalion -exec., S-2 and battalion
commander.
"In addition Robb and Chandler
list in their acknowledgments
more than 40 other offjcers whQ
contributed time, ideas and experience to the writing of 'FrontLin~ Intelligence'."
Yankee "chow hounda" Deed DO
~~ »_ue~-~C) O<:TOFOIL
.... - -- . --~-~. _~.~. __ :M '-

"SECONDS" AND NO ARGUMENT
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MINUTES' OF RECENT -BOARD MEETING
MEETING WAS WELL ATTENDED; NEXT
MEETING JAN. 10 IN BEN FRANKLIN
HOTEL, PHILADELPHIA.
CHARLIE TINGLEY UNANIMOUSLY ELECTED SECRETARY;
ASSOCIATION HEADQUARTERS WILL REMAIN IN
WASHINGTON.
The September 27 meeting of the Board of Governors
was one the best attended for many months. Considerable
business was disposed of in record time as is evidenced by
the official minutes of the meeting.
The Ninth Meeting of The
Board of Governors of The Ninth
Infantry Division Association was
held in the offices of The Ninth
Infantry
Division
Association,
Room 323, Building T-5, Army
War College, Washington, D. C.,
on the 27th day -of September,
1947 at 1300 hours, EDT, pursuant to written notice mailed on
17th Septelnber 1947 as provided
for in Section 21 of the By-Laws
of The Ninth Infantry Division
Association.
Present: Messrs. HeIny S. Rigby, Michael Puzak, Frank B. Wade,
John H. Whitmore, Paul S. Plunkett, Colonel George B. Barth,
Colonel John G. Van Houten, Donald M. Clarke, Albert Bruchac and
Glenn O. Moore as members of
the Board of Governors. Also
present: Charles O. Tingley who
acted as Recorder.
The meeting was called to order by the President, Henry S.
Rigby, at 1330 hours, EDT,
Charles O. Tingley as Re'col'der.
TINGLEY ELECTE.D
The first order of business was
for a'ction on position as Secretary-Treasurer of The Ninth Infantry Division Association. Mr.
Charles O. Tingley, acting as Recorder, was asked to leave the
room during this discussion. Colonel George B. Barth moved that
the position as Secretary-Treasurer· be otrered' to Mr. Chal"les O.
Tingley for a period, of one year
beginning October 1, 1947, at a
salary of $200.00 per month and
an expense account of $100.00 per
month. That Mr. Tingley be allowed two weeks sick leave, three
weeks annual leave and the option
of continuing as Secretary-Treasurer after October 1, 1948, dependent upon his satisfactory performance of duty. Mr. Donald M.
Clarke seconded this moOtion and
the affirmative vote was unanimous. Mr. Tingley was then called
back to the meeting and was made
the above proposition which was
accepted.
DEPOSIT CONTRACT
A discussion was held concerning the Ninth Infantry History.
Mr. Rigby turned over the original contract with The F. J. Heel'
Printing Company to Mr. Tingley
who will deposit same in the Association's safe deposit box for
safe-keeping. It was pointed out
during the discussion that The History Committe'e will take care of
the editing of the prospectus to be
sent out by the publisher.
The Auditor's Report for the
six month period ending June 30,
1947, was submitted, read by Mr.
Rigby and approved by the Board.
It was moved and seconded and
unanimously approved that future
audits would be made by a Washington, D. C. certified public accountant. Sufficient copies of all
future audits will be made so that
copies can be furnished each member of The Finance and Budget
Committee.
.' 'i
A financial statement for period
July 1, 1947, to September 27,
1947, was read by Mr. Rigby as
prepared by Mr. Ti!lgley. Such
statement was approved and is attached hereto. It was recom"'
mended that sufficient copies of
future statements be prepared so
that each Board member shall
have a copy. Approval was given
to the Secretary-Treasurer to close
out the Association's checking account with Riggs National Bank
and open a new account with The
American Security and Trust Co.,
Southwest Branch, 445 Se'?'enth
Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Approval was also given to move
the checking ac.count noV'{ carried

-------------at the Main Office of The American Security and Trust Co., to
the Southwest Branch, combinjng
it with the same funds transferred
from Riggs National Bank. This
move was recommended by the
Treasurer as purely one for convenience purposes.
SETTLE BILL
A discussion was held on the
$901.50 bill for the Association's
lapel pins. Colonel Van Houten
read a letter he had received from
Germany stating that the bill
would be paid within ten days
from date -of letter. Colonel Van
Houten is awaiting further reply
and will advise results at next
meeting of the Board of Governors.
A discussion was held on the
60th Infantry Histories. Colonel
Barth moved that The Ninth Infantry Division Association stand
the expense of mailing out these
books which are now in the Secretary's office and which were addre'ssed by Mr. Stussman, the 60th
Infantry Historian. Motion was
seconded and passed unanimouslj',
60TH HISTORIES
Mr. Plunkett was instructed to
enter a notice in the next issue of
The Octo-foil to- the effect that
60th Infantry Histories were being mailed out to those members
whose address was furnished by
Mr. Stussman. If such copies are
not received; 'which 'Would be due
to incorrect addresses, and if such
60th members desire a copy, a notice should be sent to this office
requesting same and remitting the
amount of tw~mty-five cents in
postage stamps to cover the expense of handling and mailing.
Any other member of The Ninth
Infantry Division Association desiring a copy of this history will
be sent one by sending in a request together with twenty-five
cents in postage stamps for handling and mailing.
The Secretary was instructed to
write letters to those members
that have already paid $5.00 initiation fees pointing out to them
that such $5.00 fee does not entitle them to a copy of the History.
MOORE'S REPORT
Glenn O. Moore, finance chairman of 1'947 Convention Committee, presented the final financial
report for the Committee. This report shows a balance of $239.54
returnable to the Association. The
report was approved as read and
copy is attached hereto. Check for
$239.54 turned over to SecretaryTreasurer.
Discussion was held concerning
deductions to- be made by Local
Chapters. Minutes of last 'convention were read and it was agreed
upon by all present that local
chapters are entitled to deduct the
sum of $1.00 when collecting dues
and initiation. fee's from members
of such local chapters. Balance of
money to be turned over to The
National Association.
OBTAINRECORDS
It was moved, seconded and
unanimously approved authorizing
the Secretary-Treasurer to purchase a recording of The Memorial Service held at the 1947 Convention.
Mr. Bruchac moved that the
Secretary-Treasurer write letters
to all local chapters instructing
them to prepare their petitions in
accordance with resolution adopted at the last Convention. Se'conded and passed.
The Secretary-Treasurer was
instructed to write a letter to Mr.
Thomas J. Gentry, Jr., the Judge
4dyo<:ate, requesting him to fur-

+-----------------------------------------~
nish the Board of Governors with
legal advice concerning the technicalities on advertising in The
Octofoil.
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
Membership Drive for 1948 was
diScussed. It was recomm~mded
that notices be sent to all of the
main Veteran's publications giving necessary information. It was
recommended that Mr. Rigby write
each local chapter a letter stressing the needs for an active membership drive.
Discussion was held-on proposed
purchase of an addressograph machine. Mr. Wade motioned that a
committee be appointed. Sec-onded
and approved. Mr. Rigby appointed General 'Eddy, Mr. Donald
M. Clarke and Mr. Tingley on the
committee with instructions to
make a study of the situation,
secure information -on surplus
available from War Assets and
submit a report for next meeting
of the Board -of Governors.
Mr. Rigby appointed a Convention Committee for the 1948 Convention. A partial list of members
selected include Mr. Rigby, Mr.
Frank Wade, Mr. Bruchac and
Mr. Tingley..
..
The Secretary-Treasurer was
given approval to purchase a set
of six 3x5 file cabinets with instructions to see if available
through War Assets before purchasing elsewhere.
CONVENTION BIDS'
Mr. Plunkett was instructed to
publish notice in the next issue of
The Octofoil stating that bids for
1949 Convention should be submitted to Board of Governol'S by
January 31, 1948, in accordance
with resolution adopted at 1947
Convention.
.
With reference to a request from
Veterans Administration for list
of members it was voted that such
a pollcy not be established. This
office was instructed' to give all
assistance to Veterans Administration other than a roster of
members.
Mr. Glenn O. Moore, Chairman
of the Budget Committee, proposed that the present budget be
left as is until the end of 1947.
At that time a study will be made
and a new budget adopted. Proposal carred and approved.
Secretary - Treasurer was instructed to figure Mr. William E.
Byrnes's salary from July 31 to
August 11 and deduct the sum of
$9.20 representing shortage in
cash existing when new SecretaryTreasurer assumed office.
Proposal was made, seconded
and unanimously passed that minutes of the last Convention be
omitted from The Octofoil.
TO REVISE LIST
Mr. Plunkett was instructed to
publish notice in The Octofoil to
the effect that all members whose
1947 dues have not been paid by
December 31, 1947, will be
dropped from the mailing list for
The Octofoil. Also, those members
whose 1948 dues remain unpaid as
of March 31, 1948, be then
dropped from the mailing list.
Secretary - Treasurer was instructed to write a letter to Mr.
Stephan Grey informing him of
his appointment as Chairman of
The Publicity Committee of The
Ninth Infantry Division Association. As such, he will be allowed
a sum of $200 for expenses.
Mr. Rigby stated, that next
meeting of The Board of Governors will be held the 2nd Saturday in January, 1948, at The
Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa., at 1230 hours.
Motio.n was made, seconded and
approved for adjournment of
meeting at 1615, EDT.
CHARLES O. TINGLEY,
Secretary-Treasurer,
Ninth Infantry Division Assn.
. No Dues-No OCToFOIL

A $10,000 athletic. field for
patients in the Veterans Administration hospital At Northport, N.
Y.-built with donations obtained
by the hospital's voluntary service
committee-is nearly ready: for
use, VA said.

Boyd Wiley Bas a ITIS A BOY AT THE
Filling Station In CLARKES DOWN IN
- NATIONIS CAPITAL
St• J oe, M ISSOUrI
Dear Sirs: I was formerly with
the 47th, K Co" and was later
motor sergeant for Regt. Hdqtrs.,
and Cannon Co.
I was unable to attend the last
Reunion but I'm sure as hell gonna
make the next one.
Send me the programs. That
will help me missing the Reunion
just a little bit. Thanks a million for the chance to get them.
LOOKING FOR BUDDIES
I would like help in obtaining
the ad-dre~s or whereabouts of Lt.
Reynolds, formerly Hdqtrs. Co.
47th Inf., and Capts. Barriose,
Regt. Hdqtrs. Co. and later S-2 in
the Occupation 47th Inf. Also
Capt. Shaw, Communications Officer, 47th Regt.
We have a complete seTvice
station at Belt Highway and
.
J
Messome, St. oseph, Mo. Hope to
hear from some 0 f the 01 d gang.
BOYD A. WILEY,
Residence: 34'06 Pennsylvania
A ve., St. Joseph, Mo.

Dashing into the Board of Governors meeting in the War College during the September meeting with a grin from ear to ear,
Donald M. Clarke, Board member
from Washington, gave other
membe,rs the impression a l'ich
millionaire uncle had just died and
left Clarke a big estate.
The wherefore of all the smiles
became known -only after Clarke
had regained his breath from that
wild dash up three flights -of
stairs when he stammered "It's a
boy. Born September 17 at 7 :20
P. M. We've, named him Stephen
Albers Clarke, and he weighs 7
lbs. and 7 ozs."
Always the last to leave Board
meetings Clarke t()ok~ the st;eps
three at a time to report back to
the Clarke Nursery before the adj~urn~ent sound .of President
RIgby s gavel had dIed down.
Both Mrs. Clarke and young
St·
d .
. I th k
eve are omg mce y,
an you.
C ongra tuIat 'IOns, D ona,
ld f rom
The Octofoil in behalf -of the entire member~hip.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

LT. I. SPENC:ER'S
Questions the Validity MOTHER WRITES
of Ciluffels Article In Mr. Charles Tingley,
Washington, D. C.
The Infantry Journ~1 Dear Sir: 'Congratulations on
Several letters have l'eached
The Octofoil office from members
who at various times were attached to Co. C, 47th Regt. These letters are sent in an effort to determine when Jim Ciluffe was- with
the regiment.
In the September issue of The
Octofoil a letter that had been
printed in the Infantry Journal
was reprinted. The letter was
signed by Jim Ciluffe, former sergeant Co. C, 47th Regt., and criticized the Infantry Journal for not
having given the Ninth Infanh'y
Division more credit in its columns.
STAN POLLINGER WRITES
Stanley Pollinger, 536 N. Second St., Allentown, Pa" writes to
The Octofoil and desires more information about Ciluffe.
Stan
can't place Sgt. Ciluffe.
Secretary Tingley advises that
James V. Ciluffe paid $10.00 for
membership in the Ninth Infantry Division Association on July 3,
1945. He was then listed as Pfc.,
Co. C, 47th Inf., ASN 36980824,
and his home address is listed as
110 Sycamore St., S. E., Grand
Rapids, Mich.
His Association
membership card is No. 7159.
Stan, write Ciluffe a line and
you two get acquainted. Ask him
to get after a few of those former
Ninth men around Grand Rapids
who haven't paid any '47 dues.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Chapters Filing For a
Charter With L e s s
Than 25 Will Refile
In accordance with action taken
at the Second Annual Reunion in
Columbus, 0., only those petitions
from local chapters seeking charters can be recognized if they carry the signature of 25 members
of the National Association. This
matter was discussed at the recent
Board meeting.
Some chapters filed petitions
with names of only those who attended the original meeting when
efforts to organize were' first
started, although the Chapter roster has increased many fold. Such
petitions as were filed carrying
less than 25 names will· have to
be resubmitted with at least the
required 25 signatures of members in good standing. In filing
petitions list names of the officers, their addresses, titles and
proposed meeting dates, if at all
possible.
No Due6-No OCTOFOIL

being elected Secretary-Treasurer.
I l'eceived the October issue of
The Octofoil, for which I am very
grateful. I enjoy the paper very
much and read it from cover to
cover.
I would be glad to hear from
any of the boys who were with my
son's company. My son was killed
August 6, 1944, in France.
He wasLt. John F. Spencer, 0-1321130,
Co. A, 47th Inf., APO 9.
He was buried in Marigny,
France.
I appreciate the paper very
much. It is like missing a meal to
miss this valuable paper.
SAYS PUZAK "TOPS'"
I had the pleasure of meeting
Mike Puzak. He is a very fine
young man. If you could. send
me his home address I would like
to write to him.
I am enclosing a picture of my
son. If you care to use it, you
may.
If you have any printed matter
on Co. A, or the 47th, I would be,
glad to pay the cost if you would
send it to me.
Again thanking you for sending The Octofoil and may you
have a successful year ahead.
May God bless you one and all
of the Ninth Infantry Division.
Sincerely,
(MRS.) MAE M. SPENCER,
A Gold Star Mother of the Ninth
Division.
239 MosheIm Parkway, Bronx 67,
New YoZ;k.

A Real Fellow

Lt. John Spencer, Co. A, 47th.
Read hi. mother's appeal and
write her a· few lines.

THE

Pcge 8

THE PAST IN
REV.IEW
Novembers to Remember
1946.

Tent City at Fort Brag ••• Gen-

1944Attack and respite in the growing cold weather of the Hurtgen, Siegfried and Camp Elsenborn .•• Rest and training for
Division while detached 47th
Combat Tean1 makes histor~T at
Nothberg and points east . • .
Pfc. Carl V~ Sheridan earns his
CMH at Frenzerberg Castle
near WeisweUer • • • passes to
Belgium towns.
1945Occupying Bavaria . . . most of
old gang reconverted to civvies
. . . currency control.. . nix
shokalada? . . . snow and tonI's.

eral Devers takes over • .. .. parades in the cool of Fall ••. hot
showers (for some) at least ••.
buildings going up at the rate
of one per day.
1941, Maneuvers at Rock Hill, Kershaw, Cheraw and the Pee Dee
River ••• Paratroopers descend
upon Ninth •. ' . cold Thanksgiving in the Field •.• back to
Fort Bragg comforts and hot
showers.
.1942Regimental Combat Teams invade North Africa ••. 39th at 1946Occupation near an end . • .
Ain-Taya, 47th at Safi, 60th at
Division breaking up .., • Ninth
Port Lyautey ••• Arabs, vin
covering area ;:' ,. large as N erouge (vino). cork fOl'csts
braska and New York put tohorne was never like this!
gether . . . Dependents and pri1943vatelv-ov;ned jeeps, .. hamburLeaving muddy Sicily for foggy
ger stands and milkshakes.
En,?;,land ... \Vinchester, Barton
Stacey, Arlesford, etc. . • . 1947A new Ninth Iniantry Division
School of manners for men on
is making its mark . . • statepass .•". barracks and civiliza"
side!
t:on • .. • c1axons, Jerry and
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

CL~1U.

HERE'S THE DOPE ON WHAT SOM~ OF
THE BOYS ARE DOING ••• AND WHERE
Jesse L. Myers is still in the
Albert J. Willing-ham, formerly
a member of Hq. and Hq. Btry., wholesale grocery business at
34th F.A. Bn., is now Sergeant
Instructor. North Carolina National Guard. He sends his new
address: First Sgt. Albert J.
Willingham, P. O. Box 813, Kinston. N. C.

*

*

*

T-4 Wendell L. Rich, who recently returned from overseas
duty in the Army, sends in his
new Army address: lIq. Co. St.
Com., 5012 A.S.L., Fort Sheridan,
Illinois.

*

*

Greason, Pa., P. O. Box 14. Would
like to hear from some former
members of 39th Med. Det., Co. L,
and Co. M.

* * *

:10

*
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John J. Konioy Fixes WASHINGTON GROUP PROPOSES A
Pat Dunnahoo Up for SERIES OF LECTURES AT MEETINGS
Overseas Hospitality The regular monthly meeting of what the association stands for.
Dear Secretary: First. I .wish
to thank you for being so gracious as to send me a copy of
"The Final Thrust." You wouldn't
recognize the book with the notes
I've scribbled into it. It is a noteworthy contribution for my scrapbook. I haven't received any bill
yet???
OKAYS DUNNAHoo'S JAUNT
Next, I wish to add my voice
in saying that articles bv Pat
Dunnahoo from Europe in The OctofoH would be welcomed by me.
And· by the way. Pat can ~et a
room in the home of friends of
mine if he is near Schrobenhau22n. Germany. The address is:
Mr. and lVII's. Gambock.
Brauhiesengasse Str. F5.
Schrobenhausen F3B,
Oberbayern, Germany.
About a meal there? I don't
know.
CONGRATULATES OCTOFOIL
Congratulations to The Odofoil
<;taff on their excellent editorial in
the September issu·e. I agree with
the majority of our division comhat men in not accentin.P.' men into
the Assodatio,\, who joined us
after V-E Day, However. your
editorial has sense to it when it
stipulates that the association will
disintegrate with time and no additions. So if post-VE Day men
are accepted. I would like to see
a three-year pitch· in the post-war
division as one of the entrallce requirements.
"lEEDS· THOUGHT
A thorough discussion of the
situation at the next con vention
with committees elected to seek
pros and cons is my recommendation. A letter just falls short as a
method of considering important
and lengthy ideas.

the District of Columbia Chapter
of the Ninth Infantry Division Association .was held on Tuesday
evening. September 30,. at the
Gold Chevron Club of the VFW.
1319 K St., N.W., Washington,

D. C.
ABOUT 20 SHOW UP
About 20 members showed up
and discussions were held on increasing the attendance at our
meetings and also on plans for the
October me:eting.
BECKER TALKS
Louis Becker gave a very interesting talk on his ideas for
conducting a series of lecture
meetings to be' spOnsored by our
chapter. His thought is to obtain
a group of three and perhaps four
we'il-known public spe'akers to
give lectures· on the most important topics of the day. namely the
Taft-Hartley Act, the Marshall
Plan, the Atomic Energy Commission,' and others. Becker's plan is
for the chapter to sponsor these
lectures as a public service, holding meetings in halls of auditoriums large enough to take care
of the anticipated attendance and
in this way get our name before
the public and let them know
about the Ninth Infantry Division, and what it has done and

J. H. Garman Does a
Good Deed for Octofoil

Gentlemen: I received my last
edition of The Octofoil and wish
to thank you for it, but enclosed
with my paper there were also
copies of The Octofoil for the following men: Joseph C. Tomko,
Charles W. Griffith. Robert F.
Gordon and William J. Thomas.
All of thes men's addres&es are:
Elizabeth, Pa.• while my adress is
Elizabethtown, Pa.
I am forwarding these copies to
these men, but kindly check with
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
your postal clerks and have this
error corrected. Do not continue
to send all of them to me. Elizabeth. Pa.. and Elizabethtown, Pa.,
are no where neaf each other.
Sincerely yours.
J. H. GARMAN.
Morton L. Monson, Hq. C 0., 1st
71 Park St., Elizabethtown, Pa.
Bn., 47th, writes in, making inquiries about the Division History.
(Thanks for doing those boys
Just be patient, Mort. Read Lt. the favor of forwarding the paMittelman's report in this issue of pers.
That's the old Ninth
The Octofoil.
spirit. Your letter has been forNo Dues-No OCTOFOIL
warded to the superintendent of
mails.)

"SMOKE SIGNALS" Monson Getting a Bit
FROM liTHE CHIEF" Impatient For History
Anadarko, Oklahoma,
10 September 1947.
Dear Sirs: Many thanks for
The Octofoil. I'm behind in dues,
~tc .• but will .send them in soon.
I think the paper is excellent,
but I would like to hear more
from the "Raiders," Red Bn.,
Baker Co. You know, the chickens like Sergeants David Grew,
Metsowage, Lelak, Goomak, Stephsors. Polaga, Crobin, Privates Roland Phelps, George Morgan, Rosy
Rosenburg, Acie Fuller. Earl Allen. What about some of you guys
writing me.
ILLUSTRATING BOOK
, Just now I'm trying to beat
the heat. I'm doing a lot of painting. Illustrating a book for children. "Wintex Telling Stories."
Am also working on another one.
Let the above mentioned fellows know I'm still single.
I'm their Indian friend from
.Oklahoma.
Sincerely,
ROLAND WHITEHORSE,
Anadarko, Oklahoma.
Former Private, B Co., and Special Service, 47th Regt.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Lt. C0 I• Ray L• Inzer
No Dues-NoOCTOFOIL
Will Return
to
States
F
d
I' ~. II
-e e e I~e 0 to Visit
A letter from Lt. Col. Ray L.
Inzer, War Crimes Enclosure,
APO 407, Postmaster, New York
City, states that he is returning to
the states some time early in October to enter Walter Reed General Hospital to undergo a major
operation for correction of a kidney abnormality.
Lt. Col. Inzer stat~s his wife,
wh<> is returning with him, is "expecting" some time the latter part
of November. He asks the Secretary to see if he can find him a
furnished apartment in or around
Washington. (Tingley says he is
doing his best to find one but so
far the r€sults are negative. Not
like when in Germany and you
could just bounce out a Kraut
family and move in. Sometimes
they didn't even bother to move
the Krauts out either.t

H·

IS

R I.

e at,Yes

•

In

Italy

A letter from M. Fed-ele Nell<>,
T-5, 60th Inf., states he is leaving
for Italy on 4 Oct<>ber for one
year.· apparently to visit his rela·
tives.
He is paying his dues for 1948
to make sure he receives The OctofoH whil-e over there.
Nice
going. Nello, and let's hope all the
members who haven't paid 1947
dues make it a point to do so in
order they may continue to get
The Octofoil.
Nello's address while in Italy
will be . Carisolo, Posta Pinzolo,
Trento, Italy.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Listen to advice but make
own decisions.

APPOI NTS COMMITTEE
Don Clarke, chapter president,
appointed a. committee consisting
for the present of Mr. Becker,
Steve Grey and Mr. Clarke to
study the suggestion.
OCTOBER PLANS
Plans were made for the October meeting to beheld in th-e
form of a dinner-dance at Waldrop's on Friday evening, October
24th. Dinner will be served at
7 :30 P. M., after which the entertainment .and dancing program
begins. Announcements for all
District of Columbia Chapter
men will be in: the mails shortly
and it is hoped that a big crowd
will show up.
ANOTHER NOTICE ABOUT
YOUNG STEPHEN CLARKE
Don Clarke proudly announces
the birth of St-ephen Albers
Clarke on September· 17 at 7 :30
P. M. Weight. 7 pounds 7 ounces.
Congratulations to you and
Mrs. Clarke.
This makes a total of two children in the Clarke family and Don
stateg1 that he is a strong believer
in large families-in his case, six:
or sev-en.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Another 15th Engrs. Dick Blaylock Wants
Member Is Signed Up A Chapter in Virginia

Major General R. E. D. Hoyle,
U.S.A. Retired. writes in that he
Yours truly,
and his wife couldn't stand the
JOHN J. KONIOV,
Washington weather and therefore they have bought a home at St. Bernard College, St. Bernard.
AlabaIlla.
80 Hepburn Rd., Hamden 14.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
Conn.• just outside of New Haven.
The Washington Chapter is sorr)'
to lose you, General, and we know
that the New Haven Chapter will
be glad to· hear of your move.

Another Army man on the
move is S-Sgt. Paul W. Jones
* * ~:
from Camp Stoneman, Calif., to
Peter L. Peri, formerly Second
Fort Lewis, Wash. Full address is
Sv. Co", 9th Infantry. Fort Lewis, Lieutenant, 47th Inf., writes in
that he was married on July 6,
Wash.
1947. New address: 3324 W.
* * *
General George W. Smythe has Garrison Ave.• Baltimore, Md.
moved from Fort Monroe, Va., to
* * *
Lori J. Biancal'di, formerly
Hq. Third Arm)T, Fort McPherwn,
Pfc., A Co., 47th, writes in that
,Atlanta, Ga.
he has just l'eturned from South
* * *
Lt. Col. Otto R. Koch. Jr., who America, and is enjoying the back
was stationed at Hq. First Army, issues of The Octofoil and is lookis now at Maxwell Field,' Ala.- ing forward to the Histor~r - so
are we all.
~uarters 530-C.

*
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~'our

A welcomed letter from Walter
F. Goucher, formerly with the
15th Engrs.• was received recent~
ly. Walt enclosed $10 for his
membership. He is now living at
66 Nichols A ve., Brooklyn 8,
N. Y.
He states that he sure enjoys
The Octofoil and wants as many
back issues as possible. Secretary
Tingley is sending you all that he
has available, Walt.
No Dues-No OCTOFOJL
#'c.

J. B. Dodd Is Now

Dick Blaylock, Pvt., 47th Inf.,
writes, saying he had dropped a
couple of bottles of soda water
on his leg and it took four
stitches to fix him up, besides hav.
ing to stay in bed for four days.
Dick states he is interested in
getting a chapter started in Richmond Va.· All of your fellows living in and around Richmond
should get· together with Dick and
get going on a local for that section. Dick's address is 518 N. 25th
St., Richmond 23, Va.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

A Banker in Georgia Westrich Says a Baby
Expected in February
J. B. Dodd, Jr., formerly 9th
Q. M. officer, writes a letter from
Rome, Ga.
When J. B. came back from
overseas he and his father moved
to Rome and started the Rome
Bank and Trust Go. J. B. has also
acquired himself a very charming
wife sinc-e his return from foreign
service.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

GEN. EDDY TO BE
u. S. ARMY CHEST
FU ND CHAIRMAN
The following news item appeared in Washington papers recently:
Maj. Gen. Manton S. Eddy,
Army chief of information, will
serve as volunteer campaign chairman for the Army during the $3.900,000 Community Chest Federation Campaign opening November
12th.
Gen. Eddy was named by Undersecretary of the Navy W. John
Kenney, chairman of the campaign organization's Government
unit.
NATIVE OF CHICAGO
A native of Chicago, Gen.
Eddy commanded the Ninth Inf.
Div. during the North African and
Sicilian campaigns and in the invasion of Normandy.
Later Gen. Eddy served as commanding general of the 12th Army
Corp with the 3rd Army. He became chief of information in July.
The Community Chest Federation campaign combines the appeals for funds of six Community
Chests of Washington, Alex-andria
and the counties of Arlington,
Fairfax, Montgomery and Prince
Georges. These chests have 125
member agencies depending on
the campaign for their operating
funds.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Maurice H. Westrich. 4906
Warsaw Cleves Pike, Cincinnati,
Ohio, formerly with S-2 Sec., 3rd
Bn. Hq. Co., 60th Inf., writes in
to say that he enjoys The Octofoil and is looking forward to see·
ing news about his old buddies.
Since his discharge from the Army
he has visited with S-Sgt. Ed Jankowski, Sgt. Glenn Gibbs and T-5
Ed Kasperski from Item Co., 60th.
At the present time he and his
wife are patiently awaiting ar·
rival of their first baby, due next
February.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

LT. J. C. PHILLIPS WANTS
TO HEAR FROM GO-DEVILS
A letter was received J;ecently
from First Lt. J. C. Phillips, Box
82, Rt. 2, Valley Station, Ky. He
was formerly with Co. A, 60th,
and Regimental Staff. He is now
stationed at Fort Knox, Ky., as a
Regular Army officer, and would
like to hear from former Go-Devil
men.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

BERNARDO FIERRO'S SISTER
WOULD APPRECIATE A· FEW
LINES FROM HIS FRIENDS
Tg,e following notice appeared
in army Times Sept. 20th:
FIERRO, PEe. Bernardo L., Go.
B, 47th Inf., APO 9; killed in
Belgium, March 19, 1945. Letters
from comrades, particularly those
from Kansas, and details of service, death and burial welcomed by
his sister. Address mail to Mrs.
Isidra F. Gutierecz, Box 882, Sanderson, Texas.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Any man who cares for only
one thing is dangerous.
Don't complain about things
that-do not bother you.
Conceit will puff you up but it
won't prop you up.
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"LOST" GUYS MAY NOT RECEIVE HISTORY

:.

J

••

SOME MEMBERS MOVING FROM PLACE Matusik Says the Bob Vosbaugh Writes Sterling Kichline Has
TO PLACE MORE OFTEN THAN WHEN Cigars Were O. K. From San Luis, Calif. Interesting 60th Pixs
THEY WERE IN THE ARMY.
Robert Vosbaugh. is attending
ANY MEMBER KNOWING THE WHEREABOUTS OF THESE
IILOST" BUDDIES SHOULD GET IN TOUCH WITH SECRETARY-TREASURER TINGLEY AT ONCE.

This is a list of members of the Association whose
addresses are not good; they have been taken off the mailing list until better addresses are located. Each one has
a history reserved for him. Local Chapters could locate

't"'"_

Frederick A. Abben, 1420 Bushwick Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
.fMjSgt, 47th)
John M. Abbott, 8 Abele St.,
Dorchester, Mass. (S/Sgt, 15th
Engr)
Jack R. Acuff, 321 Illinois Ave.,
Oak Ridge, Tenn. Pfc.
William C. Adams, Jr., 5145
Seventh Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
(Pfc, 34th FA)
Charles H. Ammer, 315 E. 33rd
St., Latonia, Ky. (T-5)
Arden C. Brill, 323 1st Ave.,
SE, Aberdeen, S. D. (Lt. Col)
Je'Ss \V. Brock, 1503:lh M. Ave.,
LaGrade, Ore. (Pfc, 47th)
James B. Brooks, Hampton, Va.
(Pvt., 34th FA)
Ivan A. Broten, Rt. 2, B<>x 91,
Isanti, Minn. (S/Sgt., 899th TD)
Henry Brown, Avon Park, Fla.
,(Pfc., 60th)
John W. Brown, Arkwright Mill
Store, Spartanburg, S. C. (Pfc.
34th FA)
Matthew' S. Brown, Savannah,
Ga. (Pfc., 60th)
Arthur A. Chisam, Rosedale
Station Rt. 5, Kansas City, Kan.
,(Pfc., 60th)
.
Albert F. Cipolone, 3 Railroad
Ave., Brooktown, N. J. (Pfc.,
47th)
John H. Cisel, 3922 Morrell St.,
Kansas City, Mo.. (Capt, 60th)
Alva H. Clark, 511 W. Clay,
Muskegon,Mich. (Sgt. 26th FA)
Chas. A.' .Clark, Hopeville,
Wash. (Pfc." 47th)
Herman H. Clark, 69 Parris St.,
Portland, Me. (Pfc., 47th)
Hugh M. Clark, 624'3 S. Marshfield St., Chicago, Ill. (Pvt. 899th
TD)
Lester W. Clark, 2 Lexington
Ave., Buffalo, N. Y. (Sgt., Sig
Co.)
Paul D. Clark, Rt. 1, Ladoga,
Ind. (Pfc., 60th)
William \V. Clark, Box 515,
Dunbar, Iowa. (Pfc., MP)
Norman A. Clausen, Kiester,
Minn. (Pic., Div Arty Hq.)
John F. Click, 44 Crescent Rd.,
Long Island, N. Y. (Pic., 47th)
Daniel R. Cl-outier, Riverside
Dr., Augusta, Me. (T-4)
Anderson N. Coburn, Co "K",
2nd Regt, AGFRD 2, Ft. Ord, Cal.
(1st Lt., 60th)
Ollie C. Cole, Phoenix, Ariz.
(M/Sgt, Div Hq Co)
Howard H. Coleman, 131 Steel
St., Jamestown, N. Y. (T-4, 47th)
James L. Collins, 122 W. Walnut St.,. Louisville, Ky. (Pvt.,
39th)
Edward G. C-onelley, 2118 Albemarle Terrace, Brooklyn, N. Y.
,(Pic., Div Hq Go)
Raymond M. Conn-olly, 5411
.. Oakmont St., Philadelhia 86, Pa.
,(Pfc., Sig Co.)
Timothy E. Coogan, 1108 4th
St., Sacramento, Calif. (S/Sgt.,
26th FA)
Frederick J. Cook, 57 Hadley
Ave., Clifton, N. J. (Pvt., 47th)
Gilbert B. Cook, Rt. 9, Box 426,
Dallas, Tex. (2nd Lt AT Co, 47th)
Wm. A. Goomes, RD 5, Owensboro, Ky. (S/Sgt., 26th FA)
Arthur L. Copeland, 1632 Market St., Jacksonville, Fla. (T-5,
84th FA)
Robert M. Corbin, Rt. 1, Armichee, Ga. (S/Sgt., 34th FA)
Wm. C. Cordes, 178-27 145th
Drive, Springfield Gardens 13,
New York, N. Y. (Sgt., Co D, Med
Bn)
James A. Cornell, 1935 E. Jeffer&On Ave., Detroit, Mich. (Cpt,
34th FA)
Lloyd J. Coueh, Rt. 1, Box 17,
Tigard, Ore. (T-5, 47th)
Martin F. Coughlin t 4358 Richfield Rd., Flint, Mich. (T5, 34th
FA).
. -

Dear Editor: O. K., I call off the
invasion -of New Y<>rk for the present, but just let someone else try
to steal Father DeLaura from the
47th and a full scale invasion will
take place. But I agree with The
Octofoil, Father DeLaura is tops.
I can remember one incident that
to.ok place Easter week in 1945,
in our tour of Germany. The 3rd
Bn. of the 47th "liberated' a cigar factory and whe'n the go-od
Father came ar-ound for Easter
Services (four days late, through
no fault of his), he chided the
men oi the battalion for stealing
the cigars-he corrected himseliit was policing the area. After
the services, still in rather a jocular mood, he asked for some of
"th-ose liberated cigars."
NON-COMBATANTS
Just another little incident
about Father DeLaura: While returning from overseas he happened to be walking around. the
de'ck with his decorations on, I believe in self defense, those rear
echelon hospital units really had
everything they were entitled to.
Some character said: "Boy, even
Chaplains get Silver Stars." A
few of the boys who knew the
good Father really took that guy
to town, but good. After the ,·guy
heard how Father DeLaura got
the award, he too, said: "That
little guy is 0 .. K. for my money."
NOT A SKIPPER
In my last letter there is an
error. I don't know whether you
could read my writing or not
(must have been)-I am not a
f-oreman. I am just a cable former helper. Haven't got 15 to 20
years' service that it seems is necessary to be'come a foreman.
'

William E. Gox, Box 191, Kaufman.
Hobert M. Crailic, Rt. 5, Rogersville, Texas (CpI. 34th FA)
John F. Crew, Rt. 2, Pontiac,
Mich. (lst Lt., 47th)
Edwin E. Cude, 9825 Heimer
Rd., H-ouston, Texas. (T-5, 60th)
Billy J. Cummins, Box 132,
Walton Grove, Mo. (2nd Lt., 746
Tk)
Harry N. Currie, 316 Fieldbrook Dr., Mt. Lebanon, Pittsburgh, Pa. (Pvt., 26th FA)
Edward A. Custer, 205 Third
Ave., Rogers Ford, Pa. (Pfc, 47th)
Dennis J. Cyr, 337 S. Main St.,
Waterbury, Conn. .(Pfc., 376th
AAA)
George M. Czaja, 5219 School
St., Chicago, Ill. (Cpl., 47th)
Walter F. Czarnik, 2612 N.
Burling St., Chicago, Ill. (Pfc.,
47th)
William L. Dahmer, Columbus,
Ga. (Sgt:, 746th TK)
Alex D'Angelo, 2531 E. 26th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y. (Pfc., 60th)
Clifford D. Davis, Leesville, La.
(Pfc., 60th)
Wm. W. Dasekingt Hoboken, N.
J. (Cpl. 146th TK)
William F. Davidson, 379 Weldon St., Cambridge, Mass.
Raymond L. Davis,.113% ~. SENDS PICTURES
Market, Tr-oy, Ohi<>. (39th)
The enclosed pictures were
William V. Davis, RFD 2, Snow taken around VE day at Klein
Hill,N. C. (T-5, 26th FA)
Badegast, near K 0 then. The
Marvin A. Dean, 1223 E. 9th group pictures are of Co. M, 47th,
St., The Dalles Ave., Wilmington, after returning from a review at
Calif. (Lt. 34th FA)
Grosse Badegast where General
Albert Deen, Pearson,
Ga. "Lightning Joe" Collins spoke to
the Third Bn.
(S/Sgt., 47th)
Keep up the good work with
Virgil E. Deiger, Rd 2, Carlisle,
that Octofoil, as ever,
Pa. (S/Sgt. 26th FA.)
VerI D. Denison, 423 J. Avenue,
T. MATUSIK,
NW, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. (T-5,
1802 Wilmot, Chicago, Ill.
899th TD)
(Ed's. Note': Thanks "for the
C. M. Deskins, Marvin, Va.
pictures, Ted, but as mentioned
Thomas M. Dick, 109 W. Madi- elsewhere, The Octofoil will
son, Youngstown, Ohio (Pfc., have to kinda run them on the
47th)
installment plan. But you will
John J. Dickinson, St. Johns- eventually get them back. If
needed before they are all run
bury, Vt. (Sgt., 60th)
Edward J. Dingham, Jr., Fort in the paper just you holler, sir.)
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
Plains, N. Y. (Pfc., 47th)
Anthony J. Dobrznski, Jersey
Ci~, N. J. (1st Sgt., 60tij)
Frank J. Doleski, 1524 Plane
St., Av-oca, Pa. (T-4, 376th AAA)
William E. Dout, 218 Bellevue
Ave., New Castle, Pa. (Pfc., 47th)
Richard L. Downs, 338 Green
St., Syracuse, N. Y. (Pic., 47th)
John R. D'oyle, Box 261, Crane,
Texas. (Cpl., 26th FA)
Kendall K. Drake, RFD 2, Canton, Me. (Pfc., 15th Engr.)
William J. Draper, 108% Magnolia, N. Little Rock, Ark. (Cpl.,
746th TK)
Johnny L. Dwyier, 2502 San.
Jose St., EI Paso, Texas. (Pfc.,
899th TD)
.
Roy Eades, 218 Hale Ave.,
Prinston, III. (Pfc., 60th)
Elmer E. Early, 93 Main St.,
Joseph McKenzie, Waltham,
Fallston, Pa. (Sgt., 26th FA)
Walter C. Eder, 224 S. Bouldin Mass., sends The OctoEoil these
two former 26th F. A. men's
St., Baltimore, Md.
picture. Walter Swenson, in
Murel F. Elle, Maxwell Avenue,
c:ivies, is living at 15 Porter St.,
Detroit, Mich. (Pfc., 60th)
Everett, Mass. Bill Sacco lives
George W. Elliott, 244 W. 29th at 1500 Mystic Valley Parkway,
St., New York, N. Y. (39th)
Medford, Mass.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
Gurden F. Elliott, Rt. 5, Mt.
Pleasant, Mich. (Pfc., 47th)
Q.-Is V.A.going to help vet(The ahove i. a partial list erans whose hearing was impaired
while in the ser\rice?-Earache.
o,f "lost" DleDlbers~ Additional
A.-Yes; by a special program
names will be printed in next of medical rehabilitation to help
.- .
month', iuue o{ l:he ~to!oil.)_ such cases.

California Polytechnic in San
Luis Obispo, Calif., and a letter in
care of General Delivery will
reach him.
Bob sends a very interesting
picture that. was taken in April,
1945 in the Ruhr Pocket area. It
shows the second squad of King
Co.'s First PIt., 60th Regt. As explained elsewhere the cost of producing cuts has become so exorbitant The Octofoil will have to cut
down quite a bit on the number of
cuts used, but Bob's picture has
been filed and just as quickly as
possible the Ruhr Pocket area
scene will be given a good spot in
The Octofoil.
THANKS, ROBERT
Says Bob, "The Octofoil is part
of the l'equired list for my reading and gets a top spot on the
list. It has helped a .lot 'Of fellows
to locate buddies and rm hoping
it can throw some light on the
whereabouts of
"Joseph, Ference. His home is
or was in Pennsylvania and he was
in King Co., 60th."
Any member knowing where
Joe Ference is now, please write
Bob V-osbaugh.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

CO. A, 60th Fellow
Asks for Some Photos

Dear Sirs: I have in my possession two photographs of the 60th
Regt. Drum and Bugle Corps. One
was taken in Bourmouth, England,
in 1944, and one in Sefalu, Sicily,
191.3. I believe the boys would
like to see them in The Octofoil.
If you wish to print them I will
send them. But I want to be sure
of getting them back. I would
hate to lose them.
S. KICHLINE,
637 Highland Ave., Bethle'hem,
Pennsylvania.
(Ed's. Note: The Octofoil
appreciates your cooperation
and will take good care of the
pictures and return them after
cuts are made, but don't get
alarmed and think them lost if
it is two or three m-onths before they are used. The excessive cost for making cuts forces
The Octofoil to try and cut
down 'On the number used, as
badly as it is regretted.)
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Amerigo V. DeJulius
Living in Bronx, N. Y.
Amerigo DeJulius writes The
Octofoil expressing his regrets for
being unable to attend the second
annual Reunion in Columbus, O.
But he intends making the Philly
Reunion-and as a compromise
for not being in Columbus he asks
that a set of records be sent to
him. His address now is Amel'igo
V. DeJulius, 2525 Grand Concourse', Bronx 58, N. Y.

Dear Sir: The men in the photo
I am sending you are all part 'Of
the MotaI' Section of Co. A, 60th
Infantry.
If there are any fellows who
have pictures of the rest of the
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
F,ourth PIt., Co. A, I would appreciate it if they would send me JIM SNOW, CO. HI 47TH, IS
the negatives, so I could have
some prints made for my album. LIVING IN NUTMEG STATE
I will take good care of all negaJames B. Snow, former Co. H,
tives and return them at once.
47th man, is living on Best View
WILLIAM E. TIMMONS,
4122 Jacob St., Wheeling, West Rd., Quaker Hill, Conn., and sends
greetings to all iormer 47th men,
Virginia.
saying he'll see you in PhiladelNo Dues-No OCTOFOIL
phia next July.
Jim asks for th~ programs and
mimeographed ~he(?ts just so he
co'uld see how ro:tny {lId buddies
he missed seeing at the Columbus
Reunion.

A Strong Back Crew

No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Chuck Murphy, Lad
From Pittsburg, Likes
His Octofoil Regular

group picture of some
Co. A, 60th Inf. Mortar men
was taken by William E. Timmons. Bill is now located in
Wheeling, W est Virginia, at
4122 Jacob St.
Bedridden patients in the Veterans Administration hospital at
Fayetteville, Ark., are keeping up
with the latest in sports because
of a daily sports broadcast beamed
to their bedsides over the hospital's radio network.
Material for the broadcasts,
compiled by a veteran-patient, includes base'ball scores, developments on the local and national
sports scene, and a daily "sportlight," or biographical sketch of
a local patient formerly active in
sports.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

If a few more members w-ould
be as considerate as Charles Murphy The Octofoil and the Association would be able to save quite
a bit of money that is now paid
into the coffers of Uncle Sam's
Postoffice Dept.
Charlie has been living at 3449
Ward St., Pittsburgh 13, Pa. Several days before he m-oved he sent
a card to The Octofoil advising of
what his new address would be,
explaining he didn't want to miss
a single issue of The OctofoiI.
His new address is 265 Dunseith St., Pittsburgh.
Members who do as Murphy did
never miss a copy of The OctofoiI.
Ninety-nine times out of a hundred those who miss copies of The
Octofoil have no one to blame but
themse'lves because they have fail.
ed to properly advise The Octofoil
of an address change.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

JOE BANISAUCHER LIVING
ON 71 ST ST' CLEVELAND O.
I

I

, Joe Banisaucher bought himself

CLYDE BENTON ON A FARM a new combination radio phonNEAR TEMPERANCE MICH. graph after he learned the Me-'
I

Clyde W. Benton, Rt. 2, Temperance, Mich., wants to hear from
his old buddies. Clyde was bitterly disappointed because he didn't
get to Columbus-and sends in a
request for the records.
Hope you enjoy the -records,
Clyde-and The Octofoil hopes
more than &n~1;hing else that you
get to Philly for the next Reunion.
.
1'10 Dllea-N. OCTOFOJL

morial Services in Columbus were
recorded and records were available. In sendIng his order in Joe
stipulated "get them here on the
d,ouble."
Some of you guys drop Joe a
few lines. He's living at 1481 E.
71st St., Cleveland 3, Ohio.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

No rule for success will work
if you won't.
No Dllea-No OCTOFOIL
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PITTSBURGH
MEMBERS
HAVE
BIG
PLANS
-------------------------_._
..:.

APPOINT ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
150 ATTEND LAST MEETING OF WINDY HELP WANTED
FOR COMING YEAR; PREPARING BIG
CITY CHAPTER; NEXT MEETING OCT. 24 WHERE HAVE THESE
THINGS FOR PITTSBURGH.
GUYS VANISHED?.
The Chicago Chapter of the MEET AT MOOSE HOME
Ninth Infantry Divisi<>n - Association met September 26th and better than 150 members were in attendance.
SHOW FILMS
The Chicago group were expecting to see the Ninth Divisioll combat films but through some misunderstanding the Col u m bus
Chapter had sent the films to
Maryland for an exhibition. Hov,rever, Ftfth Army Hdqtrs., in Chicago, cOllie to the rescue of the
group and showed some vel'Y interesting films to the group.
NEXT MEETING OCT. 24
The next meeting of the Chicago Chapter will be held October
24th, at which time they are again
planning to show the 9th Division
combat films that are available
through the courtesy of the First
Vice-President of the Association,
Major General Donald A. Stroh.
Several Chicago veterans' organizations have l'equested the
privilege of showing the films
while they are in Chicago.

The Moose Home, 1026 N.
Dearborn St., was decided upon
as the permanent meeting place of
the Chicago Chapter. All mail
addressed to the Chicago Chapter
should be sent to P.O. Box 855,
Chicago 90, Ill.
STATE CONVENTION
Plans were made at the meeting
to arrange for an All-Illinois Reunion of former Ninth Division
men to be held in late March or
early April of next year.
SOCIAL PROGRAM
A series of tentative social
events were discussed. A dance
in an uptown hotel during the
New Year holidays was decided.
CLOUSER ABSENT
President John Clouser of the
Illinois Chapter, was unable to attend the Septembei' meeting because of his duties at the Mooseheart Home, Mooseheart, Ill. In
his absence National Second VicePresident Walter Mahon conducted the well-attended meeting.

Sgt. Robert N. Beauchamp,
Hq. Co., C.D.C., APO 834, care
Postmaster, New Orleans, La.,
wants the address of a former T-5
Horton, who served as jeep driver
for Co. B, 39th Infantrv, and is
from Texas.
.

*

*

FORREST GETS A JOLT-22S-POUND LABORER FALLS
FROM LADDER ON TOP OF HIS TYPEWRITER - INVITES OUT-OF-TOWNERS TO THEIR MEETING.

At its July m~etil1g held in the Commonwealth Bldg ..
Fourth Avenue, PIttsburgh, the Greater Pittsburgh Chapter elected officers for the year ending July, 1948.
Those elected were:

President-Alex·T. Forrest.
Vice
President - Walter V.
Beaver.
Secretary-Walter A. Millstine.
Financial Secretary - John R.
Heights.
Dear Sirs: I have been trying
Treasurer-Robert W. Buck.
for more than two years to locate
*
*
Publicity-Raymond J. Kenne..
Elmer Wagner, Rt. 4, Bay City, one of my former buddies in dy and John J. Kowalski.
Mich., is trying' to locate some of Hdq. Go., 3d Bn. of the 47th. His
Trustees elected were:
his lost buddi-es of Co. I, 47th Inf. name is Douglas Dayton and as
For 18 month term: Raymond
He has asked specifically for the well as I· remember he was from E. Pifer.
addresses of Duane Olson, and for- Lynchburg, Va., but that is all I
For 12 month term: Robert
mer Lt. Belnap and Yeager.
Coupland.
can reme-mber.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
For 6 uionth term: Arthur E.
I would appreciate any information I could get ahout him. If Schmidt.
anyone reading this knows his ad- ENTERTAINMENT
An -entertainment committee.
dress would write either me or
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
The Octofoil I sure would appre- was appointed, consisting of Walter Millstine, Chairman; Ray Pi·
ciate it. I would like to hear from
fer, Arthur Schmidt, Joseph Wos·
any other old buddy that might
nicki a nd William Hilton. This
Lt. Mittelman, Division Hisremember me.
committee has gone into action
torian, reports that the Division
CHARLES A. POLLARD,
and is preparing a schedule of enHistory, "Eight Stars to Vic217 W. Croft St., Greenville, tertaimnents for the winter and
tory" is coming along very niceSouth Carolina.
spring months.
ly:
'Wilton M. Taylor, former Co. LT. ROCKSTRAW CIVILIAN'
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
LOOKI NG FOR NEW "HOME'"
A couple of months delay
M, 47th m1tn, now living at 100 %
According to Taylor Lieut.
Our meeting place in the ComTaylor St., Taft, Calif., mailed a Leonard Rockstraw is employed in was encountered but its main
monwealth Building has been a
purpose
was
to
make
the
book
very newsy letter to his old regi- the Bank of America, Palo Alto,
blessing to us since the inception
mental commander, Brig. Gen. Calif. All thre-e of these former more accurate. The date for the
of the Chapter, but, like all blessGeorge W. Smythe.
47th men send their best wishes deadline of copy to the F. J.
ings, repetition wears them thin
Heer
Printing
Co.,
Columbus,
LT. PHILLIPS HEARD FROM
to formeT buddies.
Tak~ your hats off, fellows, to after a time. Unfortunately bank.Ohio, is December 15, 1947.
Among other notes in Taylor's REMEMBERS GEN. RANDLE
g~ls lIke Charlie Wisner's good ing offices are not suited for enThe prospectus for the His- WIfe. She has heard him talk and, tertainn1-ent so the Chapter is at
letter was the information he had
Taylor asks The Octofoil and
l'ecently heard from Lieut. Henry Gen. Smythe to remember him to tory is now out and being dis- talk ~bO:lt the real guys he had as this time dickering for the use of
G. Phillips, former Co. 1\1, 47th General Randle, who Taylor says, tributed-50,OOO copies have b~?dles 111 the Ninth Infantry Di- a hall where social functions can
man. \vho is now Lieut. Hem'v G. was a pretty good commander- been run off of this prospectus. VISIon and tell her how one of be held. At. the same time, how·
Philiips, 036383, Hdqtr. 3rd ·Bn., understanding and considcrate--;-- The average for completion of these days he proposed to siF, ,ever, we pl~n on retaining our
the whole project is now 49 %. fipwn an.write a long l-etter£.o p~esentmeetingplace.as a stand~
23rd Inf.. Fott Lewis, Wash. The as well as a good soldier.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
lieutenant is a happy married man WANTS COPI,ES OF PAPER .
The Octofoil and send his per- by measure.
110W, and has something besides a
Taylor ,also reque~ts any COI:1es
sonal greetings..
HOPE FOR BIG TURN·OUT
fence running around the hou~.e. I of the RaIder that mIght be laylllg
Mrs. Wisner got tired of listen.It is, expected that November
CAPT. HORAN AT BRAGG
II around.
By a funny coincidence,
ing to Charlie s procrastination. WIll see the first real get·together
Captain W. H. Horan, fonner Colonel John Van Houten ha~ ~)l1ly
She just sat down and inked out a of the Fal.l season. So, ,let's have
Co; 1\1, 47th man, is now \vith Co. recently loaned The OctOfOII a
nice letter-paying her respects to all you Plttsburgher~ turn outD, 41st Trg: Bn.. RTC. Fort complete series of overseas printthe Association. The rest of you help plan these affaIrs and then
Bragg, N. C. Captain Horan is ed copies of The Raider an.d exS-Sgt.
Thomas
D.
Conroy ~uys better get on the ball or the ~r;l~ut and take care of them.
also a manied man and is o'ettinO' cerpts from the papers WIll be writes: "I was referred to you by
lIttle woman will take the ball and
O~S WEL~?ME
off to a good start rai;ing: : printed from time to time.
~nd, If any VISItors l:appen to
Army Times. I am trying to get run with it. Thanks mol' e th
family.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
.
an be m the smoke (less) CIty at the
information concerning my broth- words can con vey, M rs. w·u:ner
t'Ime, d'
. an d. en,]. oy ~yourselyes
\
N D
•
1. op In
er, Lt. David E. Conroy, A.S.N.
- - - - - - - - - - - _ . _ - _ .•..
o ues-No OCTOFOIL
-everyone is welcome.
0-1288520, Co. E, 47th Inf., who
CATASTROPHE
was kill-ed in Africa, March, 1943.
Please pardon the .typing-a
Being in the Army, I am supposed
fellow was just installing storm
to 'go through channels,' but that
windo\vs and all 225 pounds of
takes too long. I would apprecihim fell on top Qf the typewrite [".
ate any information that you can
It isn't \vol'king very well no~v.
giv-e me in this matter. To date
Respectfully,
I have been up against a blank
Gentlemen: To start out I
ALEX T. FORREST,
wall."
.
~ould li~e to go on record as sayPI'esident, Greater Pittsburgh
Sgt. Conroy's address i~:
mg I thmk you ar-e doing a won~
Chapter.
Army Recruiting Service.
derful job in publishing The OcNo Dues-No OCTOFOIL
Main Station Armory,
tofoH. I believe that service in
Fifth and Ann Streets,
the Infanlry draws one a lot nearAnn Arbor, Mich.
er to his comrades than anv other
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
branch of the service ca~ ever
hope to. Anything that serves to
During early August Domin;ck
continue that comradeship is a
wond€rful set-up, in mv estima- Miele, 53 Southern Blvd., Bronx
59, N. Y., sent in a request to the
tion.
.
Columbus Convention Committee
I would like' to get some infor- for some of the items left-over
Thanks to Wilton M. Taylor, 100% Taylor St., Taft, Calif., The
mation about two men who I after the Second Annual Reunion.
Octofoil is able to print another good print from Camp Wolters,
The Octofoil is in receipt of a served with while a member of
September 16 Nick sent in a let~
Texas. Pictured at the extreme left is Cpl. R. K. Johnson. Right:
beautifully com p 0 sed musical
Cpl. \Vaggoner, Co. B, 56th Inf. Tr. Bn. Manning the firing piece number, titled "Octofoil March." Co. F of the. 60th. One of them tel' saying the items had never
was S.-Sgt. Dino G. Michi-elutti,
at the left is Pvt. Harold Vernon, who woulid up with Co. M, 47th
The number was writting by Doris ASN 32040616. The last I heard been delivered. Many other peoRegt., Ninth Infantry Division.
Friend, at the solicitation of Rich- of him was he had been shot in ple would have written long beard Pestel, vic-e-president of the the a:rm during the St. Lo cam- fore he did. But evidently Nick
had hurried up and waited so
Columbus. Chapter.
paign and sent stateside.
many tim~s in the Army that he
"The Octofoil March" was sub- HERRIN OR HARRIN
was so used to sweating out snch
mitted to a professional song
The other fellow is S.-Sgt. Fred situations he didn't think anywriter for critical comment. After
playing the number on a· piano the Herrin (I am not sure about the thing was wrong->so h-e just liv~d
The discharged Columbm: ConDear Sir: I have been trying to song writer judged it as tops and spelling; it may have been spelled up to his basic training and conwith an A, Le., Harrin.) 1 do not tinued to wait.
yention Committee sends to The locate a former pal of mine. I the rhythm perfect.
The Columbus Committee apolknow his ASN, but 1 believe his
Octofoil a short note from Mali- had his addr-ess, but through som-e TO BE PUBLISHED
home was California. He went to ogized to The Octofoil and sent
The·Octofoil hopes to be able
uel L. Brum, formerly attached to misfortune I. have lost it. His
the hospital during the St. Lo Nick his pacj{age-and only hopes
cut made of the number
Hq. Battel'y, 34th F. A. Bn.
name is' William Marinara. He to g-et
there is not another similar. case.
campaign.
so
as
to
publish
it
in
a
forthcomBrum asks that they send him liv.ed in: Waterbury, Conn. And I
But if such is the case please noing
issue
of
The
Octofoil.
By
the
Any
information
you
can
give
a Souvenil' Program and at the wanted to tell the guy 1 was going
tify the Committee or The Octotime for our Third Reunion in me regarding the above· ·named
same time send one to another to be married in November.
foil. Th-ere may be some other Joe
Philadelphia.
the
members
should
men
will
be
deeply
appreciated.
I
JOHN
POPP,
former 34th F. A., man, Harry P.
whose letter got mixed up in the
Chase, who lives at 69 Peyton St.,
520 N.· 7th St., Martins Ferry, be sufficiently familiar with the want to know their present ad- shuffle who had a tougher pla~
words and the tune as to be able dress very much.
Providence, R. I. Brum· lives at Ohio.
toon sergeant than did Nick who
to serenade the Quaker City with
385 Eddy St., Fall River, Mass.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
-CHARLES B. WALTHER,
is still waiting and thinks maybe
impromptu barber shop quart-ets
No Dues--No OCTOFOIL
169 Euclid Ave., Brooklyn 8, a few· more days waiting is just
Many people pe~it :\V~rds to on every street corn-er at the
part of the program as he ·was
New York.
'Knowledge is acqu~ired a little leave their mouths without filter· slightest provocation.
taught at ~ragg, Wolters, etc.
:r-t,DlIea-N9 OCTOFOlL
.
_~.@
D.et-N~
~rO~Ol'"
.
bit at a time.
ing !J1em tbrOU!1J, the~!I!4!ds.
Capt. Jerry M. Smith, Jr., Hq.
31st Inf., APO 7, Unit 3, care
Postmast-e.r, San Francisco, Calif.,
wants to contact old members of
the Ninth, especially Co. C. 60th
Infantry.

50S Call For Douglas
Dayton, 3d 8n., 47th

HISTORY

REPORT

WILTON TAYLOR WRITES NEWSY NOTE
TO BRIG. GENERAL GEORGE W. SMYTHE

Charlie Wisner's Wife
Pinch Hits for Him

I

I

Sgt. Tom Conroy Asks
Details About Brother

I

ANOTHER WOLTERS GUY MAKES GOOD

Charles Walther Asks
Help - - - He Wants to
Locate Old Buddies

Uncle Sam Fouled Up
With Miele1s Package

liTHE OCTOFOIL,II -A SOUL -INSPIRING
SONG, IS WRITTEN

34th F. A. Man Now John Popp Desirous
Living In Rhode Island of Locating a Buddy
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LET'S CiET ACQUAINTED WITH PHILLY
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Walter Pasch Sends BILL BEER FINALLY An Old 39ther Sends LUXURIOUS BAR "OFF-LIMITSI I FOR ALL
Some Excellent Shots GOT THAT BADGE In Some Newsy Items
BUT NINTH DIVISION MEN DURING
I
THIRD ANNUAL REUNION.
William Beer, 16 Glen Beck
Dear Sirs: Enclosed are a few
photos. I cherish these pictures
very much. All the men pictured
were members of Co. L, 60th, at
one time or another. I ,also have
SOUle pictures taken at, Fort
Bragg I will send when you are
able to use them.
Sergeants Kern and Bowman
and Lieut. Hoisington wel'e killed
in action. Marsh and Piontek were
both wounded several times.
WALTER E. PASCH,
153 S. Main St., Clintonville,
Wisconsin.

Lane, Mansfield, 0., writes a nice
letter thanking Secretary Tingley
and The Octofoil for getting his
Com})at Infantry Badge for him.
Beer is a pretty busy lad, working two nights a week,bowling
two nights and practicing for the
Amvets .minstrel another night or
two. However, he still gets' time
to answer letters from any of his
old buddies.
No Dues-No Octofoil

ROLLS HER R's

Mike Puzak (as per usual)
butted into a nifty number on the
(Ed.'s Note: Walt, The Octo· train after attending the recent
foil will take good care of the Boal'd meeting. It developed the
pictures and return them, but little lady had recently arrived
the cost of making cuts and from her native Scotland and her
brogue was tel'riffic. Returning
printingwrevents the use of~ from the dining car with the Bonmore than one in each issue. If nie Lass Mike remarked, "My, but
you want the pictures back be- how you do roll your R's." Wherefore all have been used, just upon Mike's new found acquaintance replied, sweet1~': "Maybe it's
drop a card to The Octofoil.
these run-over heels on my shoes
Thanks for your co-operation.)
that I'm wurrin' is the cause of it."
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

THESE G. 1/5 KNOW A THING OR TWO

The Octofoil really appreciates
snappy news items sent in by a
former 39th Regt. man who says:
"Just prin.t these notes but leave
my name out-I'm not any publicity seeker." And incidently while
writing he says to send him a set
of those Memorial Service records. Some more of your 39thers
60thers and 47thers send in items
like this Joe did. The rest of the
boys' are interested. Here. goes:
FORMER 39TH CHAPLAIN
LOCATED IN VIRGINIA
The Rev. ,Leonard W. Boynton,
former Chaplain, 2nd Bn., 39th
Inf., is now re'sident minister of
the Hanover Christian Church in
Richmond, Va.
A PROSPECTIVE MEMBER
IN THEM THAR HILLS
In them thaI' Kentucky hills
Emmett Taylor, former top-kick,
H Co., AAO, has been located. To
be exact, it is in Brodhead, Ky.
He just heard about the Ninth Infantry Division Association and he
would like to join.
He was· a good soldier fellowswhatta you say-let him join?
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

James Mucci1s Wife
Claims They Really
Enjoy liThe Octofoil"
Dear Sirs: My husband was so
sorry he couldn't make the Convention this ~'ear, but due to circumstances beyond his control it
was un~vo.idable. Hel'e's hoping
we make Philadelphia next year.
Please see that the Columbus
Committee s€nds us on~ of the
Souvenir Programs.
The aboye picture was taken in - Dageria, Sicily. The G. I.a,
left to right are Marsh, Feratto, Lt. Potter. Lt. HoisinetoD, and
Walter Pasch.

Sgt. Steve Budrick Is Bill Hilton Just a 'Bit
Grieving - - Helll Have Slow On the Trigge~
to Miss PhUadelphia The Octofoil had high hopes of
Dear Sir: I am sorry I couldn't
make the Second Annual Reunion.
At the time it was held in Columbus, 0., I was stationed at Schofield· Barracks in the 237th Ordnance (M. M.) Co., in the Tenitory of Hawaii.
Now I see there will be a third
Reunion in Philadelphia. Philly is
just about 40 miles from my hume
in South River, N. J.
But once again it leaves rue out
for the reason I will not be in
the states until 1949.
I will be registered at the
foul'th Reunion no matter what
state it will be held in.
I would appreciate the Souvenirs left over from the Second
Annual Reunion.
I would have sent for these articles· sooner but· i mislaid my Octofoils. We had a rigid inspection,
both wall lockers and foot lockers. I put them out of sight-so
darn far I couldn't find them after the inspection. So when I got
this month's Octofoil I sat down
and wrote immediately.
Please tell the boys in Philadelphia although I'm not there
• with them in person, my heart's
right there. Thank ~·ou.
Won't some of the old gang
drop mea few lines?
SGT. STEVEN BUDRICK,
ASN RA 6901607, 237th Ord.
(MM) Co., APO 957, care Postm'aster, San Francisco, Calif. (A
former Co. G, 47th man.)
Ne Dues~Ne OCTOFOIL.

printing some banquet scenes of
the Second Annual Reunion, even
a~ this belated date. William J.
Hilton, 57 Maplewood Ave., Crafton, Pa., very kindly offered the
use of some negatives he made
during the Reunion and· The Octofoil acknowledged receipt of his
kind offer but to date Bill hasn't
gotten around to sending them.
H-owever, ma~'be these lazy hot
days will have passed by time for
the next issue and Morrison will
come through with the pictures he
made at the Reunion.
If anyone else has prints of Reunion scenes they would send to
The Octofoil good care will be
taken of them and they will be
returned as soon as cuts can be
made. The process of making cuts
from the prints does not damage
the prints in. any way-and receiving the prints is much more
desirable for The Octofoil. By receiving the prints The Octofoil
saves the three or four days' time
required to get the films developed as well as the cost involvedand as all the readers know-that
cost to The Octofoil is an important item•
Hilton also has some 300 shots
of i'nteresting pictures taken from
Sicily to the last days of the war
in Germany that he has promised
to submit to The Octofoil for use
in future issues.
Hilton is member of the Pittsburgh, Pa., Chapter of the Ninth
Infantry Division Association.

a
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I'm sure my husband would appreciate any letter or news from
any of his old buddies fl'om the
Medical Det. of the 39th Inf.
How about it boys, drop a line
to Jimmy--:and if possible, come
see him.
Here goes a report .of Metro
Vazil. We were in Yonkers, N. Y.,
August 31 to see him-but could
not find where he had moved.
Drop us a line Metro and we will
come back some ·time.
Keep up the good work with
The Octofoil. The Association has
a wonderful paper and I really am
unable to say who enjoys it the
most between Jimmy and I.
MRS. JAMES E. MUCCI,
1:36 Carson Av.e., Newburgh,
New York.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

HISTORICAL PLACES TO BE SEEN IN PHILADELPHIA ARE
MANY; FROM TIME 'TO TIME OCTOFOIL WILL ACQUAINT MEMBERS WITH THESE PLACES.

Philadelphia as it exists today comprises a number of
communities which once were separate towns. They were
settled at different times by different peoples: the Swedes
near Tinicum Island in South Philadelphia, the English
Quakers under Penn in a small
community fanning out from High
St. and the Delaware River, the
Germans in Germanrown, Kensington, Southwark and Northern
Liberties were also settled early,
Last month in The Octofoil Bob as were some other sections of toTurner needled the old 899th T.D. day's metropolis.
outfit about their lack of inter- POINTS OF INTEREST
est in the Association. Francis
While all of these communities
Wolman calls his hand and sends are of interest, none has prein his contribution. What about" served so many reminders of its
past as have the Old Philadelphia
hearing from some more of you region, extending from Ninth St.
guys sitting on your fanny read- to the Delaware on both sides of
ing the news and making no con- M
tribution. HeI'e's Wolman's. note:
arket St., and the community of
Germanrown. Within these relaDear Sir: I was reading in this tively small areas is so much of
month's issue, of The Octofoil mterest
.
that a tour of each may
where Captain Turner wants the very profitably be made on foot.
men of the 899th T. D. Bn. to Both neighborhoods are readily
start the ball rolling. Well, I'll reached by street car, subwaytry to do a little.
elevated or bus lines.
Enclosed you will find a copy MODERN SIGHTS
of a poem written by myself and
Yet by no means are all of
the following· members of my de- Philadelphia's noteworthy landstroyer CI'ew: Lloyd Stegman, of marks confined to relics of olden
Nova, Minn.; DeWayne Kendall, d~ys. In numerous sections, espeof Preston, Idaho, and Carl Poss, cmlly along the tree-lined Frankof Pittsburg, Kansas, and Edward lin Parkway, modern masterpieces
Kemble, of Jamaica, N. Y.
of architecture and culture typiThis poem was written in No- fy the present-<i.~y community,
vember, 1944, in Germany. That third largest city and greatest
was. just before we entered the manufacturing center in thecounHuel'tgen Forest. It was in t~rn h'y.
written on the reverse side of our
Proceed down Walnut St. to 8th
personal Christmas cards that alld south to 225. The Morris
year and sent all-over the coun- ~ansion -of 1787 represents a typtry.
lcal town hous~ suited to the coThe poem read as follows:
lonial capital. It has a beautiful
cornice, dainty fanlight in the
CHRISTMAS CHEER
doorway and two fire insurance
.Claristmaa cheer to all of you
emblems under the third floor
Upon this Cbristmasday,
window. Immedia.;ely behind towFrom us, a Tank Deatroyer crew ers the modern AyeI' Building in
Whom with you do pray.
striking contrast to the broad horizontal lines of the colonial town
house.
From the hills of GermaDy
INDEPENDENCE SQUARE
Acroaa the ocean blue,
Independence Square was the
Greetings we extend to thee
State House Yard in the days
With honest loye ao true.
when the city held its celebraAlthoue h we're many miles away, tions there. At the northwest corWith niehts so lone and black- ner w:here Congress Hall now
Yo.r prayers upon this Christmas stands, sheds were once erected to
day
harbor visiting Indians. WashingWill surely brine ua back.
ton. made treaties on this SP()t
with some of their chiefs.
Looking forward to future is- GAS LAMPS
In the· Square the gas lamps
sues of The Octofoil, I l"emain,
are of antique design, numbering
FRANCIS H. WOLMAN,
56, one for each signer of the
74 Hillside Ave., Edwardsville,
Declarati-on of Independence. ,The
Penl1s~rlvania.
13 red oaks are symbols' of the
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
original Colonies. Their l'OOts are
GET A NEW MEMBER IN '47! fed in soil brought from the State
each tree represents.
BRONZE STATUE
A bronze statue of Commodore
John Barry stands before the
national shrine of liberty, Independence Hall, built in 1735 as
the State House for the colony of
Pennsylvania. Entering the building, which is open from 9 to 4
daily, under. the tower you will
see the Liberty Bell, first cast for
the colony in London in 1752.
When. being tested on its arrival,
it cracked and was recast by Pass
and Stow of this city. From 1753
until 1835, when it cracked again,
the bell notified the populace of
innumerable civic events and
gatherings, but the traditional
highlight of its honored career
came on a hot July day in 1776
when as the Declaration of Independence was publicly announced,
the clanging voice of the Liberty
Bell heralded a new era in the history of the world.

TURNER'SP LEA
GET S ANSWERS

THIS IS A HAPPY, GO-LUCKY GANG

No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Tony Guttilla, 401 W. 50th St., New York City, hopes to bring
back aome old memories in presenting this Co. 'M, 60th group. Top,
left to right is pictured: La Plant, Nick O·Shea;. Riddell, Drum, KoIIlODChak.. Bot~m, left to riaht: Orlandi; Aquapredda,Cuttilla,
and Jarvis.

A smart guy said to the bus
driver the other morning: "Well,
N-oah, you've got here at last. Is
the ark full?"
Bus Driver: "No, we need one
more monkey. Come on, in."

~oge
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COLUMBUS CHAPTER SHOWS COMBAT Sgt. Felix Dale Has WERE AMONG THE FIRST SELECTEES
CALLED INTO THE ARMY; RECORD
FILMS; LOCAL PAPERS PRINT 9TH NEWS Been in the Hospital
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.
So Has Gen. Eddy, Same Hospital,

During the past month Columbus Chapter of the Ninth Infantry
Division Association has shown the
combat films before one American
Legion Post, and two Fraternal
Order of Eagles lodges.
MINUTES FROM MEETING
The following letter was sent'to
Secretary-Treasurer Tingley by
David Boring, newly elected acting secretary of -the Columbus
Chapter:
Dear Charlie:
The foll()wing is an excerpt
from the minutes of the October
10, 1947 meeting of the Columbus
Chapter:
"The motion was made and carried that Secretary Tingley be
contacted and requested to obtain
from the War Dept. in Washington the names of all the Ninth Division's dead as they are returned
to the United States for burial.
This would be done in order that
The Octofoil could pay its proper
respects."
MAKES PLEDGE
.
.
d'
.
.
D urmg the enSUIng IScusSlon It
was emphasized that the returning of our dead buddies would aff-ord the living men of the Ninth
an unprecedented opportunity to
pay their ,respects in actions as
well as words. The Columbus
Chapter pledged itself to do its
utmost to have at least one man
present at every Ninth Division
funeral in Ohio.
TIME ELEMENT
We also realized the problem of
the time element between the date
that you may be able to get the
lists and the printing of The Octofoil. Perhaps Gen. Eddy may be
of assistance to you there.
We hope it ,....ill be possible for
the lists to be obtained in time to
arrange for a representative of
the Division to be present at the
funeral of every former Ninth
man as well as for The Octofoil
to pay its respect:::.
Sincerely,
GLENN o. MOORE,
President.
DAVID BORING,
Asst. Secy.-Treas.

SECRETARY TINGLEY
ANSWERS
The following ir.-formation from
Secretary Tingley will be welcomed by all the Chapters:
I have contacted the \Var Department, pardon, the Office of
National Defense, and they are
sending' me a list immediately of
6,200 names of War Dead being
returned from the ETO the latter
part of this mon tho This list will
not show any unit designation.
However, I will be able to check
it against our office list and pick
out the 9th Division men and as
soon as the ship arrives and the
public is notified over the radio
and newspapers then I can contact

the various chapters, etc., and they
can make arrangement5 to attend
the burial services. This is the onl~T
way that I can work it. The Office
of National Defense does not have
any list by organization.. I. have
promised not to release the information to anybody until the ship
arrives in New York. As for su~t
able floral- tributes, I agree with
you that it would be an unbearable expense. to the Association.
However, perhaps the local. chaptel'S can see their way clear to
furnish some sort of flowers, or at
least be represented at the final
services. I will attend to this as
expeditiously as possible and will
use telegrams where necessary to
notify the local chapters.
HISTORY LIST
Right now I have two extra
girls working in the office making up a list for the Heel' Co. of
all Ninth men who do not belong
to the Association. They should
be finished in a few days and
then I am going to put them to
work getting the list of KIAs and
MIA'
d
I
.
t
s m o~ era
am gomg 0
have card ~ndex made for e~c,h
name, ShOWI~g the. next. of km s
address, U~lt. ~eslgnatlO]:, etc.
After that IS f~mshed I WIll have
them make a lIst o~ .those. names
for Heel': After I f11118h WIth .that
I. am gomg to take all the macbve me:nbers cards and have
them WrIte a more or less p.ersonal leter to each one ask111g
them to pay their dues for thii!!
year. I may be optimistic but I
believe I will get good results and
more than pay for the expense
involved.
Sincerely,
CHARLES O. TINGLEY.

DICK SCHUMANN HAS
INVENTED GADGET OF HIS
OWN TO MAKE RECORDS
Richard Schumann, member of
the Columbus Chapter is still
turning -out records of the Memorial Services held in Columbus.
Dick has perfected some kind of
gadget that eliminates considerable time when reproducing the
records for public use from the
master record. Anyone caring for
a set of the records may -obtain
them by sending $5 to The Octofoil.
You can't tell-there may be a
future Edison experimenting with
those gadgets in the Schumann
basement.
PESTEL STILL WORKING
WITH PROGRAMS
Richard Pestel, vice-president of
the Columbus Chapter, advises he
still has a few of the programs,
caps and badges leftover from the
Reunion that he will mail to anyone desiring them upon sending
The Octofoil $1.
No Dues-No Octofoil

He is Herbert Lawrence of Texas.
We had hoped to see him at the
Reunion in ~olumbus but he evidently didn't get there because we
didn't see him. And we were right
Dear Sirs: My husband has
there. And really enjoyed it too.
talked so much about writing to
SWELL
GANG
.The Octofoil but just never seems
to get around to it. So I decided
As a Ninth Division wife I'd
I would surprise him and do it for like to say that was one of the
him. But in justice to him, he is most well-behaved bunch of boys
so busy that I do most of his cor- I have ever been around. Everyresponding for him. But this is thing worked out swell. The Meone letter he doesn't know I am morial Services were very touchwriting.
ing and I'm sure they brought
~4SQUABBLE"
back many sad memories to the
Just finished reading the Sep- boys.
tember issue of The Octofoil, and
Looking forward to receiving
I want to say that you re really our history of the Division soon,
d-oing a wonderful job. Vile almost we remain,
Sincerely,
have a "squabble" every month
MR. and MRS. RICHARD S.
over who's going to read it first.
COMPTON, 34 Parker Dr., ParkI think it's a swell way for the
wood Est., Sumter, S. C.
boys to keep in touch with {me an(Thanks a lot Mrs. Compton
~ther.
There is one fellow though for your kind words. Let's hope
whose name we've never seen in every former Ninth man in the
the paper, and I know it would country attends in Philadelphia.)
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
~rill my husband to see it there.

Dick Compton's Wife
Says They Squabble
About liThe Octofoil"

And the Sarge Means to Crash
the Gate and See the General.
Dear Plunkett:- Thought I'd
drop a few· lines and get myself
an extra copy of The Octofoil's
last issue. Was in The Octofoil
plant to see you the 3rd of August
but you were in Cincinnati at a
Legion convention to hear Gen.
Matt Eddy make a speech. And
by the way the general is a patientat the hospital at Fort Geo.
Meade and so am 1.
GONNA CRASH GATE
I guess they have the general
off"-limits for enlisted men-I
don't· know, but I am going to try
to see him any way.
(Sarge, you must have seen
him. He got away from those
pill rollers pretty soon after
your letter came in-and a good
old bull session with any former Ninth man can do the general more good than all those
hifalutin' medics have to offer.)
I have run across quite a few
men from the Ninth. Every time
I start talking to them they get
around and ask if I belong to the
Association.
SPOTS OCTOFOIL
I went into a beer joint near
the Post and a fellow saw the Octofoil on my sleeve and another
Joe said "Oh, that is old man
Dale." His companion said "N-ot
Felix Dale?" Then I looked at
them and said "Yep, what's left
of him." Then they introduced
themselves. I forgot what their
names were. One of them said he
was Division Sergeant Major all
the way, and is now Sergeant Major of the 772nd M. P. Bn. at Fort
Meade.
HAD A "FEW" BEERS
W ell we had a few beers and
talked about Bragg, the Solomons
and a little of this and that.
Then I met another old timerone of the originals from Bragg.
He was wounded in Africa. His
name was Koons. He is a member of the M. P.s at Fort Meade.
I go't acquainted by the way of a
traffic ticket.
Did the office assistant give you
Major Hedges address? That was
a funny coincidence on the major.
Y.ou asked his address and I saw
in The Octofoil he was R.A. in the
Artillery, so -on checking up I
found he was working about five
buildings from me.
Tell some of the young punks to
write me, as ever,
SGT. FELIX W. DALE,
ASN RA 6075134, Co. F, 3rd
Conv. Recon. Sqdn. (Bn.), Fort
George Meade, Maryland.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Milton Pohle Just
Heard Ahol,t the
Ninth Div. Ass'n.
Scattered all over the'se United
States are buddies of all Association members who were attached
to the Ninth Division an'd sent
stateside before formation of the
Ninth Infap.try Divisi-on Association. It behooves each and every
member to appoint himself a committee of one to contact these
Joes.
Frequently The Octofoil receives Tetters similar to one received during the past month from
Milton Pohle, 218 Terrace St.,
Honesdale, Pa., who only recently
learned his former buddies had an
Association. Milt was with the Division from 31 August, 1940 until
6 August, 1945, and asks the routine necessary to affiliate with the
Association. His letter has been
forwarded to Secretary Charles O.
Tingley, P. O. Box 1704, Washington 13; D. C.
Snoop around a bit, Joe, and
determine if there are similar
cases in your community. It's a
10-to-1 bet Milt will end up Qne
helluva good member for this Association.
.

FORT BRAGG POST EDITION OF JU LY 29, 1942, OUTLINES
PRAISE THE 39TH RECEIVED FOR WORK DONE ON
MANEUVERS.
By SERGEANT JAMES BAILEY
On August 1st, the Falcon Regiment, the 39th Infantry of the Ninth Division, one of the oldest in the new army,
will pass its second anniversary on its home grounds, Fort
Bragg.
350 MEN
Back in 1940 on August 1st, a
cadre -of 350 enlisted men and officers.from the old rough and rugged Second Infantry arrived at a
desolate and sandy wilderness just
south -of' Fort Bragg's main post
and with grim determination, began their job of building the now
modern Thirty - ninth Infantry
Regiment. Under the command Qf
Lt. Col. William R. Schmidt, now
Brigadier General Schmidt -of the
newly formed 81st Division, the
present day "Fighting Falcons"
rose fr-om a group of willing, rawboned recruits who were among
the very first selectees called into
the Army at the inceptlion of the
nation's greatest peacetime conscription, aided by a few seasoned
veterans from the regular peacetime army.

37TH INSIGN IA

The "Falcon," fierce fighting
bird atop the 39th Infantry insignia, is symbolic of the regiment's history. The crest of the
falcon's head is for the glorious
drive of the 39th at Montfauson
in the Meuse-Argonne. The ivy
leaf in his bill shows that the
regiment was a part of the
Fourth Division at that time.
The shield is blue for Infantry and contains a fleur-de-lis
argen t between two oak trees
eradicated in fess orj on a canton of the second (argent) a
boar's head erased sable-for
the 30th Infantry, from which
the World War 39th was formed,
and for unofficial use pendant
from the escutcheon a croix-deguerre with gilt star proper.
The fleur-de-lis from the
arms of Soisson, and the two
trees representing the Grove of
Cresnes, the capture of which
was the regiment's first succeu,
are used to show service in the
Aiane-Marne offensive.
The slightly faded pages of the
Thil'ty-ninth's history rev~als that
the "Fighting Falcons" as a mem bel' -of the famous Fourth Qr Ivy
Division, had a very impressive
record during World War. I. Under the command of Colonel Frank
C. Bolles, now a retired General,
the 39th won a Croix de Guerre
with a bronze star in recognition
of -outstanding service performed
in the Aisne-Marne -offensive and
five battle streamers for participation in the battles -of Aisne-Marne,
Meuse - Argonne, Lorniine, St.
Michael and Champagne. The parent 39th had some 506 men and
officers killed in action and about
three times that many wounded
during their actual combat period
-from July 17 to _Octoper 13.
1918.

WIN PRAISE
Turning the pages of the Qld
history and coming into the period
just passed, the 39th has won wide
acclaim for participation in the
Carolina Maneuvers last fall. The
name ~ 'Fighting Falcons" has been
spread throughout the entire Second Army and those men that have
serv-ed with the 39th or came in
contact with them duritig the Fall
Maneuvel'S have learned that the
Regiment possesses the same ferocity and fighting spirit that are
characteristic ()f its namesake, the
Falcon. During the past year the
39th has done a magnificent job -of
furnishing highly trained specialists and technicians for cadres to
form new divisions and supplying
a continuous stream of Officer
Candidate material and future
aviation cadets.
There are but few of the men
that helped form the re-activated
39th now on hand. The rest have
long since g-one ()n to help form
newer divisions and regiments, and
many Falcons are now seeing
actual combat duty.
COLONEL TRANSFERRED
In March of this year, the
"Fighting Falcons" were greatly
disappointed at the loss of Colonel
Schmidt who like many of the oth...
er Falcons was called to an()ther
post to tr.ain new men. Thi& loss
"., -.
was, however, compensated by th,f~;::- '
arrival of Colonel Benjamin· F.
Caffey, Jr., a veteran of World
War I who immediately intensified
the training program that now has
the 39 th ready for the fulfillment
of any future mission.
3"9TH SHOW SEASON
The past year has seen the 39th
undertake its biggest and by far
most successful theatrical season.
Shortly after the end -of the Caro..
lina Maneuvers a poll was conducted to get an idea ()f the possible talent in the Regiment. A
large number -of aspiring performers were discovered and under the
directi on
of Corporal Robert
Wenz, now a candidate at Officers' School, a rather informal production caleld the "Falcons Present" was organized.
At the close -of its 6th successful
week, the "Falcons Present" cast
took a short breather and went
into rehearsal with a huge show
called "Whacky In Khaki". The
job of direction and production
was too big for one man so Cpl.
Wenz and Pvt. Milt. Scharfman
with the aid of Pvt. Stanley Cohen
collaborated to produce this most
remarkable stage show.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Tony Guttilla Paging
Bragg Buddies of 141
Dear Sir: I'm sending you a pic.
ture, of some -of the boys of Co.
M, 60th, taken at Fort Bragg in
1941. I am hoping some -of the
boys will see it so it can bring
back some memories of the "Good
Ole" Days at Bragg.
Good luck to all members of
the Ninth Division Association.
ANTHONY C. 'GUTTILLA,'
401 W. 50th St., New York 19,

N. Y.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Q.-Do I have to repay subsist..
ence allowance overpayments before I can go back to school under the G.I. Bill?-Four Eyes.
A.-No. You merely have to
make satisfactory arrangements
to repay all overpayments before
you will be permitted to reenter
school under the G.l. Bill.

